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PART I
INTWIDUCTION

Etalaaa

During the past decade, the Illinois State Board of Educa-

tion/Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education,

hereafter referred to as the State Board, has developed and

implemented a Three Phase System for State wide Evaluation of

Vocational Education. This system has three paramount goals: (1)

to improve programs at the local level, (2) to foster a data base

for state-wide planning, and (3) to provide for the accountabil-

ity of State and Federal funds as mandated by legislation.

The Illinois State Board of Education, Department of Adult,

Vocational and Technical Education has consistently sought out

ways to lend administrative support to the local educational

agency. Use of new micro-computer technology has allowed the

State Board to provide cost-effective data processing assistance

for local educational agencies. This is especially timely given

new changes in procedure for funding vocational education at the

local level. It is clear that c wide variety of administrative

applications, when fully tested, can significantly aid local

educational agencies in planning, conducting, and evaluating

vocational education programs.

Micro-computer software has been developed to assist local

administrators with the newly developed vocational education
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Part I Introduction

reimbursement and reporting process. This software system is

called MICRO-VERS. The timely implementation of the software is

significant for several reasons:

(1) There will be a reduction in the amount of time
required to prepare the necessary reports.

(2) Micro-computers are becoming widely available for use
in local educational agencies.

(3) Data generated by the system may also be used for
several guidance and administrative functions such as
career planning, curriculum development and evaluation.

It is hoped that vocational administrators in Illinois will

find this software useful in the process of planning, implement-

ing and evaluating quality vocational education programs.

Every effort has been made to insure that this software is

complete, accurate and "friendly". If problems should arise,

however, Appendix C lists several sources for assistance.

Overview sai_ilt_111iMtULIgMtni_alliMille_And_8122Ltille_a0Z1 s s

For a number of years, local educational agencies have

submitted a Local Plan for Vocational Education, claims for

reimbursement two or three times yearly and an annual Vocational

Education Data System (VEDS) report to the Illinois State Board

of Education/Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical

Education.

During the 1982-83 school year, educational agencies will

continue to submit an annual application--A Local Plan for Voca-

tional Education. However, the reporting process completed only

once ILLAIg_Ind_sa Ihk_uhool_yua will contain the information

required for both reimbursement claims and Parts III, IV and V of

MICRO-VERS User's Guide Page 2



Part I Introduction

the VEDS System.

The new reporting system encompasses a number of changes

related to funding of vocational education programs at the local

level. These changes are as follows:

(1) The priority coding process, (1A, 1B, or 1C), has been
eliminated and all training level credit courses are
funded at the same training level rate. All training
level courses will be coded at a level 1.

(2) Students a' the training level may only be claimed in
one vocational program per year per agency.

(3) Zlinih and Innitt grade students may be claimed at the
orientation level only. Eleventh grade students may be
claimed at both the orientation and the training level
and Ix/111h grade students may only be claimed at the
training level, (see definition of over age/under
achiever in tie glossary, Appendix B).

(4) Handicapped, disadvantaged and/or students with limited
English proficiency are claimed on an unduplicated,
(one time), basis.

Iha_Miaro-comanIaz_in_Yanaiinnal_Eduanii2n

In addition to the annual claiming and reporting process,

the vocational administrator will find that the micro-computer

has many other useful functions. Some of the advantages which

the micro-computer presents include the following:

(1) The micro-computer provides the administrator with
immediate access to vocational student and program
information that may have been difficult to obtain in
the past.

(2) The micro-computer may be used to perform many related
management and/or guidance functions useful to the
administrator and counselor such as word processing for
completing the Local Plan, scheduling, attendance
record keeping, job placement, budgeting and cataloging
community resources.
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Part I Introduction

(3) The vocational student data base generated can be used
for guidance and career development purposes.

In addition to these administrative functions, the applica-

tions of the micro-computer for educational purposes are virtual-

ly unlimited. The State Board encourages local educational agen-

cies to seek ways to explore administrative and instructional

applications of the micro-computer.

The information presented here is a description of the

MICRO-VERS process. Several examples are presented which are

intended to allow the data-entry person to practice and familiar-

ize himself/herself with the system. Read the following sections,

practice with the examples and follow the system to the comple-

tion before attempting to enter actual course and student infor-

mation.
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PART II
SCHEDULE FOR DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING

Although many factors influence the times when a district's

Local Plan for Vocational Education is approved, the following

time-table depicts an anticipated sequence for compiling program

and enrollment data and reporting these data to the State Board.

SEQUENCE ACTIVITY

preliminary Procedures

Step 1:

Step 2:

The local educational agency submits the
Local Plan to the State Board requesting
approval for the vocational education pro-
gram. Part II, Section D of this plan con-
sists of a listing of vocational programs
made up of a sequence of courses for which
the local agency is seeking approval. This
portion of the Local Plan, form 15-72, is
referred to as the "Turn-Around Document". An
approval code will be assigned to each course
on the list and returned to the local educa-
tional agency.

The Staff of the State Board review the voca-
tional programs and courses, assign approval
codes to the Turn-Around Document and return
copies to the local agency.
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Part II Schedule for Data Collection

MICE4=YEEE_Ez2atduzaa

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step 5:

Following the directions in Part IV of the
MICRO-VERS User's Guide, a vocational program
file is created from the Turn-Around Document
utilizing the micro-computer. This step may
be completed any time after the Document has
been received but prior to the time when
course enrollment data is entered.

A student data file is created which consists
of all students enrolled in approved voca-
tional courses. A VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
STUDENT RECORD FORM as described in Par t V of
the User's Guide may be used for this step.
The procedure for creating the student data
file is also described in Part V.

Course enrollment information is entered into
the student data file from class lists to
reflect mid-term enrollment in vocational
courses. A more detailed explanation of this
procedure is found in Part VI. When all class
information has been loaded, program
completers are identified and loaded as
outlined in Part VII.

The reimbursement claim and Parts III, IV and
V of the VEDS report is compiled, printed,
and ready for submission to the State Board
as outlined in Part VIII of the User's Guide.

The completed reports are now delivered to
the State Board via the Regional Superinten-
dent of Schools.

Questions concerning the above schedule may be answered in

the detailed sections of this guide or may be directed to the

personnel listed in Appendix C.
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PART III
INTRODUCTION TO TEd MICRO-COMPUTER

In roduetion

This manual has been designed for use with the Apple ]["

micro-computer and the Micro-computer Vocational Education Re-

porting System, (MICRO-VERS), software package. The ability to

program a micro-computer is not necessary to be able to use this

program. The materials have been designed to enable users to

interact with the micro-computer in plain English. The manual

should be read in its entirety prior to using MICRO-VERS.

Syligm_Hamimal

To use the MICRO-VERS system for reimbursement claims and

VEDS reporting, the following equipment will be required:

1. Apple ][ or Apple ][ Plus Micro-computer 48K
2. One disk drive with controller card
3. A printer and interface card
4. A video monitor
5. Several blank disks

antLAI_Eungtions

A wieto-comitui&L can assist the local educational agency by

performing ro/ine, repetitive analyses of information ,a, a high

rate of speed. It can provide that assistam;e only if instruc-

tions are given to tell it how to perform the desired analysis.

These instructions are provided by pi.: ,arIng a Tal2gt1103. The

program must be written in a languag..1 that the programmer and the
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Part III The Micro-Computer

micro-computer both understand. The MICRO-VERS program required

to complete the reimbursement claims and VEDS reports is included

with this package. The next few parts of this manual will des-

cribe the use of the program.

Computer hardware, (equipment), follows the instructions

provided by the program. When the programmers prepared the

program, the keyboard of the micro-computer was used to type the

set of detailed instructions required to complete the analysis.

However, the typing did not result in apiece of paper with the

instructions on it, but rather the instructions were recorded on

a disk in this case the MICRO -VERS PROGRAM disk. The program is

112LId on the disk in the same sense as music is stored on a

cassette one would use in a car stereo or tape recorder. The

program on the disk can be used repeatedly just as one can play a

cassette recorded song over and over. It could be stated that

both the program and the song are aumanently stored.

In order to use the MICRO-VERS program on the disk to com-

plete analyses, simply insert the disk into the disk drive. When

the micro-computer is turned on, it will Iliad the program into

its memory. To load the program means to make a copy of it from

the Jisk, and to put the copy inside the micro-computer so that

it may be used. The program now is uemeangatax sisized on the

disk and ismusmazilx allit&si in the micro-computer. The in-

structions in the program tell the micro-computer what to do and

when to do it. For example, the program might tell the micro-

computer to display information on the weeitez. A monitor looks
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Part III The Micro-Computer

and performs much like a TV set.

The MICRO-VERS program expects information to be submitted

in a specific sequence. If the information is received in the

proper sequence and format, it is stored and analyzed. If incor-

rect data is typed into the micro-computer, a message is dis-

played on the monitor or, in some cases the computer will stop.

As data is entered into the micro-computer, it is stored in

a Lila. A computer file is much like a file cabinet drawer.

When one wishes to use information in a file drawer, the file

drawer must first be opened. The program also opens computer

files. After a file drawer has been opened, the information can

be located by checking through the sequence in which the informa-

tion was filed, (A,B,C ---- or 1,2,3 ----). The micro-computer

program does the same. When one finishes using the information,

it is returned to the file drawer and.the file drawer is closed.

The information is the n safe and in place for use at another

time. It is ygzv impsIztani to remember that the program also

returns information and closes the file so that it may be ac-

cessed at a later time.

Through using the MICRO-VERS program, two applications are

desired:

1. To collect, compile and analyze the information accord-
ing to State Board regulations

and

2. To print the data that will be seri': to the State
Board.

It is not necessary to know luny the computer works or how it
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Part III The Micro-Computer

analyzes the information. The user of the MICRO-VERS system need_

only be concerned with two aspects of the program: (a) How to

assemble the data required and enter it into the micro-computer;

and (b) The end'results of the analysis, (i.e., the VEDS and

Claim reports), which are to be sent to the State Board. The

MICRO-VERS program instructs the computer to "ask" the user for

the information at data entry time send the results of the analy-

sis to the printer and to produce a copy of the data to transfer

to reports that can be delivered to the State Board.

Parts V and VI of this manual will explain the sequence of

entering.the vocational program and student data. Obtaining the

results of the analysis and printing the reports will be present-

ed in Part VII.

Handling Disks

Disks are somewhat fragile and require careful handling.

Always insert the disk into the drive with the label facing up

and toward you. When handling the disk, place your thumb over

the label. This will help insure that the disk is placed into

the drive in a proper fashion. Refrain from touching any portion

of the disk other than the stiff paper cover. Do not allow the

disk to become bent or creased in any manner. Liquids or smoking

ashes accidentally spilled on the disk can quickly ruin it.

Always return the disk to its envelope when not in use. These

simple precautions will enable the disk to remain clean and

provide many hours of use.

The MICRO-VERS package of materials contains this instruc-
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Part III The Micro-Computer

tion manual a MICRO-VERS PROGRAM disk and a PRINTER disk. Sev-

eral blank data disks will be necessary for storing student-and-

course information. Any good quality 5 1/4" soft-sector disk may

be purchased for this purpose. Throughout this manual the three

disks will be referred to with the terms PROGRAM disk, DATA disk,

and PRINTER disk.

The rdICRO-VERS disks are designed to operate with Disk

Operating System, (DOS), 3.3. This version is included with all

Apple computers purchased after August, 1981. As the program

disks included with this package have been made as master disks,

they will automatically run under earlier DOS versions. In the

event the disks will not operate properly with your system,

contact one of the staff persons listed in Appendix C.

EiarAing_iha_MICEQ:=YEBE_Eyziam

In irder to use the MICRO-VERS system and before turning the

computer on, open the drive door on the the disk drive marked

DRIVE 1 and check to see that it is empty. (If a disk is found

in the drive, remove at at this time.) Insert the MICRO-VERS

PROGRAM di:4c into the disk drive and close the door.

The on/off switch for the Apple ][ is located on the rear,

left side of the micro-computer next to the power cord. The

power switch for the display monitor is located on the front of

the monitor. Turn on the monitor by pulling the on/off switch

outward and the micro-computer by moving the power switch into

the upward position. At this time the white square marked POWER

located on the left hand side of the keyboard will light up, and
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Part III The Micro-Computer

the disk drive will begin to make a whirring noise. Most disk

ves_a 1 so - con t a i-n-a-sma 1-1-1 i-gh

use. Normally the disk drive will run from 30 to 90 seconds

before it stops. When the disk drive stops, the following menu

of options will appear on the screen:

****************************************
* *
* WELCOME TO MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER ** *
****************************************

1) UPDATE COURSE FILE

2) UPDATE STUDENT FILE

..3) UPDATE COMPLETERS

4) INITIALIZE NEW DATA DISK

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND PRESS 'RETURN'

Up to this point it has been assumed that the micro-computer

is turned off. If the micro-computer is on prior to using the

MICRO-VERS system, a slightly different approach will be

necessary. Open the disk drive door and verify that it does not

contain a disk. Insert the MICRO-VERS PROGRAM disk into the

drive, close the door, and type the command PR#6, and press the

key marked RETURN to begin the program. The disk drive should

begin to make its whirring noise; and if there is an "in use"

light on the drive, it will glow. When the drive stops, the mane

a zaisana will appear on the screen.
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Part III The Micro-Computer

Initializing_A_Haw_diak

When a disk is manufactured, _i t_contains_no-information-e- In

order to use the disk for storing data, special information must

be placed on the disk by the computer. The placement of this

special information on the disk is called initializing or format-

ting the disk. A DATA disk, provided by the district, that has

not been initialized with the PROGRAM disk Will_1141_MiSta for

storage of information with the MICRO-VERS system. To initialize

a DATA diskette, begin by selecting option number 4 from the menu

and pressing the RETURN key. The disk drive will momentarily

whir while this portion of the program is loaded from the disk-

ette. When the drive has stopped, the following message will

appear:

PLEASE INSERT A NEW OR NOT NEEDED DISK
INTO DRIVE ONE.

<<WARNING>>

THIS INITIALIZATION WILL ERASE THE
ENTIRE DISK.
TYPE 'C' TO CONTINUE. ANYTHING ELSE TO
RETURN TO MICRO-VERS.

NOTE: The new DATA disk must be inserted into
the disk drive before pressing C.

FAILURE TO FOLLCW THE INSTRUCTIONS WILL
RESULT IN DESTROYING

THE MICRO-VERS PROGRAM DISKETTE.

Remove the MICRO-VERS PROGRAM disk from the disk drive

remembering to place the disk back into its protective envelope.

Insert the DATA disk into the disk drive and close the door.
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Part III The Micro-Computer

Press the letter C and the disk drive will immediately begin to

-make --i-ts --famil-i-ar -whirring noise. The micro-computer will give

you the message:

INITIALIZING THE DISK...

When the micro-computer completes the initialization of the

DATA disk, the following message will appear:

IS THERE A COURSE FILE TO TRANSFER? VINT

Since no courses have been entered yet and this disk is not a

continuation of prior disks, press the N key, followed by RETURN.

Transferring a course file will be explained in a later section.

The following message will now appear:

PLEASE INSERT MICRO-VERS DISK INTO
DRIVE ONE.

<<PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE>>

Remove the DATA disk from the disk drive, placing it into its

protective envelope, and re-insert the MICRO-VERS PROGRAM disk-

ette into the disk drive jagisug pressing the space bar to con-

tinue. After the PROGRAM disk has been placed into the drive,

press the space bar. The message, PLEASE STAND BY... will be

displayed by the micro-computer while the disk drive is being

accessed. When the disk has been read, the DATA MANAGER menu

will be returned to the screen.
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PART IV
VOCATIONAL PROGRAM DATA

In the MICRO-VERS system, three major steps are involved in

collecting and assembling the necessary data for entry into the

micro-computer. First, vocational program and course information

is obtained from the Turn-Around Document. Secondly, student

data must be gathered for each student enrolled in vocational

courses. Finally, course enrollment information is obtained from

course lists. The data to be collected are the same as has been

required in past years and can be obtained from the sources

listed below.

Two data files, one for the vocational program information

and one for student information, will be created by the computer

programs. The vocational director will collect and assemble the

required data using a method which is based on local needs and

constraints. It will then be put into a format which easily

allows for data-entry into the micro-computer. Although the

information described in this section may be found in a variety

of locations, some suggested sources follow:

IMPORTANT

The information presented here is a description of the MICRO -YENS
process. Several examples are presented which are intended to
allow the data-entry person to practice and familiarize him-
self/herself with the system. DO NOT begin entering local data
at this time. Read the following sections, practice with the
examples and follow the system to the completion BEFORE attempt-
ing to enter actual course and student information.
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Part IV Vocational Program Data

The-vocational program information required for input into

the MICRO-VERS system is taken from the "Turn-Around Document"

and is entered into the micro-computer in the order in which it

is presented on this form. An example document is found in this

section. The Local Plan for Vocational Education or student

handbook may be consulted for information not found in the "Turn-

Around Document".

NOTE: Courses offered at other agencies under joint
agreements including those at area vocational
centers should not be entered with the courses
being offered at the home school.

Des,:riptions of each of the i2aA1imial_pmazam Yaziables are

presented first with examples for practice data-entry at the end

of this section.

Variable Descriptions -- Vocational Program Data

Vocational program A vocational program consists of a se-
Name ->

quential series of courses which have

been approved for funding. The name fof an,approved vocational

program is found on the "Turn-Around Document" and may be entered

directly into the micro-computer. The program name must occupy

no more than 20 characters.

EXAMPLE: General Office Clerking (See example, page 27)

Six Digit O.E. Code Each approvable vocational program
Number ->

and course has a corresponding

Office of Education Code Number. This number may also be taken

directly from the "Turn-Around Document".

EXAMPLE: 14.0303 (See example, page 27)
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Part IV Vocational Program Data

Vocational Program Information Continued

Course Name -> The name of each approved vocational

course may also be found on the "Turn-

Around Document". To optimize computer space, the course name

must occupy no more than 25 characters. In some eases, course

names may have to be abbreviated.

EXAMPLE: Interrelated Coop Ed or Clerical Office Procedures
(See example, page 27)

Course Number -> A course number is used by the computer

to search disk files and compile re-

quested information. The course number consists of a maximum of

4 characters and may be composed of numerals, letters or a com-

bination of both. If a local educational agency presently has

course numbers assigned to vocational courses, these may be used

as long as they don't exceed 4 characters. If the local agency

does not presently use course numbers, they milli be assigned to

each vocational course.

EXAMPLE: C300 or B250 (See example, page 27)

Type of Recognition Type of recognition refers to the type
(Adult programs,
approval code 5 of award (such as a certificate) given
only) ->

program completers for completion of a

adult vocational program. If the district has no adult vocational
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Part IV Vocational Program Data

Vocational Program Information Continued

education programs, this variable may be ignored. The three

categories for recognition of adult completers are:

1 = a formal award for a program of 1,__Y2ator_Morm
2 = a formal award for a program of Lala_Than_l_Yalt
3 = U2111, i.e., no formal award.

This information may be found in the Local Plan for Vocational

Education, Section D, or in program descriptions found in the

student handbook or other guidance materials.

EXAMPLE: 1 = Certificate of Completion for Practical Nurse
Program (See example, page 28)

Course Credit -> Course credit refers to the number of
(Secondary Courses)

Carnegie Units of credit which the local

agency grants for successful completion of the vocational course.

The number of credits is found on the Turn-Around Document and

must be divided by the number of terms into which the course is

.divided. For example, a one credit course which extends over two

semesters would be recorded as .5 credits. A one-semester course

would be recorded as .5 credits also.

IMPORTANT: Fractional credits must be entered as a decimal
number. For example, enter .5 rather than 1/2. In addition,
credit is entered based on the portion .of the course for which
enrollment information is entered. For example, if enrollment
information is to be entered for one semester of a two-semester
course, one-half of the total credit is entered here.

EXAMPLE: 1 = one credit, one semester course
.5 = 1/2 credit, semester course
.5 = 1/2 credit, two semester course

WARNING: If you have questions in interpreting this Voca-
tional Program variable, contact your Regional Vocational
Administrator. An error in entering this variable can be
responsible for significant audit exceptions.
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Part IV Vocational Program Data

Vocational Program Information Continued

Course Contact Hours Adult non-credit courses are reimbursed
Adult Courses, Fixed
Amount -> on the number of contact hours which the

class meets rather than the number of

credits. The number of contact hours which has been approved for

each adult course may be taken directly from the "Turn-Around

Document". Agencies which offer adult courses on a variable

contact hour per student basis should enter the letters VAR for

this variable. The contact hours for these students will be

entered later with the student enrollment information.

EXAMPLE: 650 = Six hundred fifty hours (See example, page 28)
VAR = Variable contact hours to be entered later

Vocational Program Information Continued

Course approval A course approval code is assigned to
code ->

the vocational course by the Program

Approval and Evaluation Section of the State Board before the

"Turn-Around Document" is returned to the local agency. App,oval

codes may be entered directly from the "Turn-Around Document".

EXAMPLE: 1 = training level course
3 = orientation level course
5 = adult training level program
6 = adult training level course'
7 = adult apprenticeship course (See example, page27)

Special Organ- Local' educational agencies which enroll
ization Factor ->

students from two or: more agencies may

qualify for the additional funding provided by the Special Organ-
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Part IV Vocational Program Data

Vocational Program Information Continued

ization Factor. Application for this factor must be made with

the Local Plan and the approval will be indicated on the Turn-

Around Document.

EXAMPLE:Y = yes,or blank,or no
(See example Programming I&II, page 27)

Number of Terms for The number of terms, (semesters or quer-
Full Credit ->

ters), into which the full course is

divided. Also equals the number of times enrollment information

is to be entered during the course.

EXAMPLE: 1 = one semester or quarter course.

2 = full year course, enrollment information entered
twice, (once each semester).

3 = course that is taught for three quarters

Note: Adult vocational education courses use the same
designations. Most adult courses will be one term in
length.

IMPORTANT NOTE: It is strongly suggested that a separate
DATA disk be maintained for adult courses and students.
This will allow for printing the final reports in a manner
which is easy and efficient while preventing any possible
errors in mixing secondary and adult programs. This proce-
dure was NOT followed in the examples presented in this
manual, however so that it might/be kept as brief as
possible.
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Data Entry Procedures -- Vocational Program Data

To enter vocational program and course data into the

computer with the MICRO-VERS nrogram, begin with menu option 1,

UPDATE COURSE FILE.

****************************************
* *
* WELCOME TO MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER *

****************************************

1) ':"'DATE COURSE FILE

2) UPDATE STUDENT FILE

3) UPDATE COMPLETERS

4) INITIALIZE NEW DATA DISK

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND PRESS 'RETURN'

Enter the number 1 and press LETURN. The micro-computer

will display the message:

PLEASE INSERT CORRECT DATA DISK INTO
DRIVE ONE.

<<PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE>>

Remove the PROGRAM diok from the disk drive, rcplacing the

disk in its protective envelope, and insert the DATA disk which

was previously initializing L to the drive. Close the drive door

and press the space bar to continue. After a short period, the

following menu of options will appear:
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Part IV Vocational Program Data

*************************
*
* COURSE UPraTE ROUTINE *
* *
*************************

1) ENTER NEW COURSES

2) EDIT COURSE DATA

3) LIST CURRENT COURSES

4) CLOSE FILE AND EXIT

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND PRESS 'RETURN'

COURSE FILE IS 0% FULL

The COURSE UPDATE ROUTINE menu contains four options as well

as an indicator to let you know how full the data disk is.

4111122 1 -- EUIER_NEW_COBEEE

Option number one, ENTER NEW COURSES, will be used here to

input the program and course information. After entering a 1 and

pressing RETURN, the following screen will appear:
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Part IV Vocational Program Data

PLEASE INPUT COURSE INFORMATION

PROGRAM NAME -> ?

PROGRAM O.E. ->

COURSE NAME ->

COURSE ID. -> _ _ _

RECOGNITION CODE ->

CREDIT/CONTACT HRS PER TERM ->

APPROVAL CODE ->

SPECIAL ORG. ->

NUMBER OF TERMS FOR FULL CREDIT ->

DATA ENTRY NOTES:

(a) Be careful about the difference between 0, (zero), and
0, (letter 0), and between 1, (number 1), and 1, (lower
case letter 1). Typists often use them interchangeab-
ly. Tha a20221a22. zanagnizaa .tha dillananna and an
error Will rest .hg incorrect IYM1221 .L. used.

(b) Use decimal numbers rather than fractions. For
example, use .5 credits as opposed to 1/2 credits.

(c) If a typing error is made, it can be corrected by
pressing the back space key, (left arrow key), and
retyping the information.

(d) The beginning point of each line of entry is marked
with a cursor, (the character that moves across the
screen as each key is pressed). If no information is
to be entered as shown with RECOGNITION CODE in the
above example, simply press the RETURN key to bypass
the entry.

Enter the following practice data to become acquainted with

the MICRO-VERS system. The data is entered directly into the

course information screen as it is typed. After each line entry

has been completed, press RETURN to move to the next line.
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PLEASE INPUT COURSE INFORMATION

PROGRAM NAME -> QUIERAL_QUICE_MERE

PROGRAM O.E. -> 14,0303

COURSE NAME ->ilITIBEELA.TED_CDOE_EI)

COURSE ID. -> C300

RECOGNITION CODE ->

CREDIT/CONTACT HRS PER TERM -> 1__

APPROVAL CODE -> 1_

SPECIAL ORG. ->

NUMBER OF TERMS FOR FULL CREDIT -> I

When the last entry, (NUMBER OF TERMS), has been completed,

pressing the RETURN key will display the following message:

PRESS 'R' TO RE-ENTER. PRESS 'RTN' TO
ACCEPT OR 'ESC' FOR LAST ENTRY

A description of this message follows:

ERESa_1111_1Q_BE=ENIER

If a mistake has been made in entering the data for the

course, pressing.the letter R will remove the data from the

screen and allow the correct information to be re-entered.

PRESS 'RTS' 14AMEEI

Pressing the RETURN, (RTN), key will cause the data to be

accepted by the program and immediately return the screen as

before ready for entering another program or course.
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LEEQI_EQE_Ltal_EXTRY

Pressing the ESC key on the upper left side of the keyboard

tells the micro-computer that this is the last ,gniu to be made

in the course file at this time. When the disk drive stops, the

COURSE UPDATE ROUTINE menu of options will be returned to the

screen. In summary, the ESC key files the last entry and returns

to the "COURSE UPDATE ROUTINE" menu.

Sinne data is being entered for practice, try each of the

first two options to become familiar with their operation by

beginning with the first one, PRESS 'R' TO RE-ENTER. After re-

entering the data shown on page 24, select the second option

PRESS 'RTN' TO ACCEPT.

Since the name of the program and its O.E. code is the same,

simply press the RETURN key at PROGRAM NAME ->. If the PROGRAM

NAME and O.E. code were different, typing in the new data prior

to pressing the RETURN key would automatically change this infor-

mation. Now enter the following example:
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PLEASE INPUT COURSE INFORMATION

PROGRAM NAME -> :MURAL OFFI,CE_GLEEK

PROGRAM O.E. -> 14.0303

COURSE NAME -> CLEHICAL_MEIQE_EBDC

COURSE ID. ->

RECOGNITION CODE -> _

CREDIT/CONTACT HRS PER TERM -> 1__

APPROVAL CODE -> I_

SPECIAL ORG. -> _

NUMBER OF TERMS FOR FULL CREDIT -> 2.

Press 'RTN' to accept the entry above.

Continue adding the courses on the example "turn-around

document" included in this section beginning with Accounting I,

B240. When finished, five programs and eighteen courses will

have been entered.

NOTE: Adult courses Beginning Drafting and Carpentry Appr.
should be recorded as though they were programs consisting of a
single course with the same name.
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After entering the last page of data, (Carpentry Appr),

select the third option 'ESC' FOR LAST ENTRY. Pressing the ESC

key will return you to the COURSE UPDATE ROUTINE menu:

*************************
* *
* COURSE UPDATE ROUTINE *
* *
*************************

1) ENTER NEW COURSES.

2) EDIT COURSE DATA

3) LIST CURRENT COURSES

4) CLOSE FILE AND EXIT

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND PRESS 'RETURN'
COURSE FILE IS 2.6% FULL

Notice that the course file ind:;cator above shows the effect

of adding the courses. The file has room for about 500 courses.

Maism_2_=_EDII_COUREE_DATA

The second option EDIT COURSE DATA is used to edit course

data that has been previously entered. This option is also used

when a course should no longer appear in a program in the COURSE

file. This option will be bypassed momentarily until Option

Three has been examined.

Qtaism_a_=_Lin_cummui_cogua

The "LIST CURRENT COMSES" option will allow courses that

have been previously entered in Option One to be displayed.

Enter 3 and press the RETURN key. The screen will display the

the course names, course ID numbers, and a list of the O.E. Code
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numbers for the vocational programs. Note that the screen lists

the courses and stops. Press the space bar to review other

courses on the file. When the COURSE LIST has been examined,

press the space bar to return to the COURSE UPDATE ROUTINE menu.

Return to Option two, EDIT COURSE DATA and practice editing

and deleting course data. Enter 2 and press the RETURN key. The

following message will appear:

PLEASE INPUT COURSE INFORMATION

COURSE NAME -> ?
OR

COURSE ID. ->

Either the course name or the course ID number may be used

to indicate the one to delete. Since errors are less likely to

occur and the process is faster, it is suggested that the course

ID number be used. Press the RETURN key once to skip by the

course name. Fill in the line entry COURSE ID. as shown below:

PLEASE INPUT COURSE INFORMATION

COURSE NAME ->
OR

COURSE ID. -> Elia

After entering the Course ID. number and pressing the RETURN

key, the following message will appear:

IS THIS CORRECT? TYPE 'R' TO RE-ENTER
PRESS 'RETURN' IF CORRECT

OR
PRESS 'ESC' FOR LAST ENTRY
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Pressing the ESC key, located on the upper left hand side of

the keyboard, tells the micro-computer this is the last course

which is to be edited or deleted. Pressing the ESC key, or the

RETURN key if more than one course is to be edited or deleted,

results in the following message:

EDITING COURSE B240

COURSE NAME -> ?CCOUNTING I

COURSE ID. -> B240

RECOGNITION CODE ->

CREDIT/CONTACT HRS PER TERM -> .5

APPROVAL CODE -> 1

SPECIAL ORG. ->

NUMBER OF TERMS FOR FULL CREDIT -> 2

Note that the information previously entered for course B240

is shown on the screen. Assume that the course credit was orig-

inally entered in error. It should have been (1) rather than

(.5) credit. Press the RETURN key until the cursor reaches that

line. Once the correction has been made, press the RETURN key

until the following message appears:

IS THIS CORRECT? Y/N
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If the edited information is correct, press Y and RETURN.

The following additional information will be presented:

1: 14.0203
2: 14.0303

DELETE S)ELECTED A)LL OR E)XIT?

S - permits a course to be deleted from a selected program in
which it appears.

A - permits a course to be deleted from all programs in which it
appears.

E - exits the EDIT COURSE DATA Option.

This screen indicates that the course B240 is found in two

program areas: 14.0203 and 14.0303. Since all editing has been

completed for this course, press E and RETURN to display the

following message:

SAVE THE CHANGES Y/N?

To record the changes which have been made, press Y and

RETURN. The following screen will appear:

COURSE HAS BEEN UPDATED
<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

Remove course B240 from the Data Processing program. After

entering course number B240 and pressing RETURN you will once

again be asked to verify the accuracy of this number. Press

either the ESC or the RETURN keys for the following message:
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EDITING COURSE B240

COURSE NAME -> ?CCOUNTING I

COURSE ID. -> B240

RECOGNIT1OY CODE ->

CREDIT /CONTACT HRS PER TERM -> 1

APPROVAL CODE -> 1

SPECIAL ORG.

NUMBER OF TERMS FOR FULL CREDIT -> 2

Use the RETURN key to move the cursor down the screen until

the following message appears:

IS THIS CORRECT? Y/N

Press Y and RETTJRN and the following information is added to

the screen:

1: 14.0203
2: 14.0303

DELETE SELECTED. A)LL OR E)XIT?

Remember the following descriptors:

S - permits a course to be deleted from a selected program in
which it appears.

A - permits a course to be deleted from All programs in which it
appears.

E - exits the EDIT COURSE DATA Option.

Enter a S and RETURN as the next step in deleting Accounting

I from the Computer Programming Program. Note that the message

"WHICH PROGRAM? 1..2 ?" has been added to the screen.
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1: 14.0203
2: 14.0303
DELETE S)ELECTED A)LL OR E)XIT?
WHICH PROGRAM? 1..2 ?

Since Computer Programming (14.0203) is program number 1 as

listed on the screen, enter 1 and RETURN. The screen now indi-

cates that Accounting I has been removed from the Computer Pro-

gramming Program, 14.0203. The screen still indicates that the

course is a part of 14.0303, General Office Clerk program. The

next step is to enter an E followed by RETURN to-exit the EDIT

COURSE DATA Option. The following message is displayed:

SAVE THE CHANGES? YIN

Entering a Y and RETURN will delete the course from the pro-

gram(s) indicated and the message, COURSE HAS BEEN UPDATED,

displayed on the screen. If a mistake has been made, an N and

RETURN may be entered which will not remove the course from the

file. After the course has been deleted from the file, the COURSE

UPDATE ROUTINE menu will be returned to the screen if ESC for

last entry was entered. After the course has been deleted,

Option Three, "LIST CURRENT COURSES", may be selected to verify

the course has been removed.

Option 4 -- QLOSE_EILE_ANILEXII

Each time work is begun with the DATA disk, a file is opened

on the data disk much the same as opening a file cabinet drawer.

The MICRO-VERS program automatically performs this procedure.

Just as a file cabinet drawer must be closed when you have f in-
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ished working with its contents, the micro-computer must close

its files. The micro-computer is told to perform this operation

through the "CLOSE FILE AND EXIT" menu option.

******CAUTION******
*** NEVER TURN THE MICRO-CIMPUTER OFF WITHOUT USING ***

*** THE "CLOSE FILES AND EXIT" MENU OPTION ***

If the micro-computer is turned off prior to closing the

file, ALL OF YOUR HARD WORK WILL BE LOST!

Enter a 4 and press the RETURN key, the disk drive will

momentarily turn on, the computer file will be closed and the

Applesoft cursor, "]" will be returned to the upper left hand

corner of the screen. Remove the DATA disk from the drive remem-

bering to return it to the protective envelope after using the

MICRO-VERS program.
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The procedure for gathering information required for each

student in the vocational program is somewhat complex and will

vary depending on several factors such as school enrollment and

the type of registration process used. Two methods for assem-

bling the data will be presented here; however, it should be

noted that the format may be altered by the local agency so that

they may utilize existing procedures for compiling student infor-

mation.

In order to insure that the required data for each voca-

tional student has been collected, a special form has been pre-

pared which may be used, on an optional basis, by the local

educational agency. This STUDENT RECORD FORM provides spaces to

enter appropriate data for each student. In addition, each

variable is in proper order for entry into the micro-computer. A

sample STUDENT RECORD FORM may be found in Appendix A.

METHOD 1: Type in the required information for all

students enrolled in the local agency.

This method has the advantages of entering the student informa-

tion early and not having to check for duplicate entry of stu-

dents. Entering student information for students who may not be

enrolled in a vocational course is a disadvantage of this method.
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The computer will ignore these students; however, the data entry

time may be of some concern.

METHOD 2: Wait until after mid-term of the final

term, (semester or quarter), of the

school year and enter student information for students who appear

on class lists for vocational courses. The advantage of this

method is that only vocational students will be entered into the

computer. However, class lists will have to'be checked for

duplications so that information will not be entered twice for

the same student.

The local educational agency could possibly devise a method

based on local conditions which combine the advantages of each of

the above methods while removing the disadvantages.

A blank STUDENT RECORD FORM may be found in Appendix A. A

form which has been completed with sample information has been

included in this section. Each variable will be described in the

order in which it is to be entered into the computer. Data entry

procedures follow these descriptions.

Variable Descriptions -- Student Data

Student Name -> Twenty spaces are allowed for entering

the name of the student. It is a good

practice to enter the Dui naml LUBA..

IMPORTANT: When the last name is entered first, DO NOT enter a
comma between the last and first name. This will, cause an error.
Use only a blank space between names.

EXAMPLE: BOTTOMS TOM
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Vocational Student Information Continued

School ID # -> This variable is necessary for those

vocational classes which are being oper-

ated under a special organization such as a joint agreement and

qualify for the Special Organization Funding Factor. This will

be indicated on the "Turn-Around Document" by an X in the Spec.

Org. box. A number in the range (01 - 99) is assigned to each

participating school. When completing the STUDENT RECORD FORM

for students from a participating school, this number is entered

into this space. When completing the STUDENT RECORD FORM for a

student from the home school, this space is left blank.

EXAMPLE: Blank = Home Town High (See example, page 47)
01 = Maple City High
02 = Oak Cliff High

etc.

Student ID Number -> Up to 9 spades are allowed for a student

ID number. This number is assigned by

the local educational agency. Letters are allowed as well as

numerals. IF student ID numbers are not presently used in your

agency, here are some suggestions in assigning ID numbers: (1)

Imbed the graduation date into the ID number, (2) Be sure to

allow for the maximum number of students anticipated when choos-

ing the number of digits for the ID number.

EXAMPLE: 55048 (See example, page 47)

Sex -> M = Male, F = Female
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Vocational Student Information Continued

Grade Level ->

Ethnic/Racial
Background ->

09 = Ninth Grade
10 = Tenth Grade
11 = Eleventh Grade
12 = Twelfth Grade
30 = Adult

1 = Alaskan Native/American Indian
2 = Asian/Pacific Islander
3 = Black, not Hispanic
4 = Hispanic
5 = White

Definitions of each of the above ethnic/racial categories may be
found in Appendix B, Glossary of Terms.

Over Age/ A student who has been enrolled in high
Under Achiever ->

school for more than two school years

and does not carry an eleventh grade status may be classified as

an over aged/under achiever. If such students are classified as

disadvantaged and/or handicapped and are provided a service, they

are eligible to be be claimed in training lev0. courses. For

students who qualify, a (Y) is entered into this space. The

space is left blank for all others.

EXAMPLE: Blank = Performing at grade level (See example, page 51)
Y = Over-age/Under-achiever

Handicapping A 3 digit code is used for specifying
Condition ->

the condition or type of handicap a

student possesses. Each student who is identified as handicapped

will have one of the eleven three digit codes listed in the CODES

FOR COMPLETING THE STUDENT RECORD FORM, (See reverse side of the

STUDENT RECORD FORM, Appendix A). Assign and enter this code
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Vocational Student Information Continued

into the computer. These spaces are left blank for those stu-

dents who have not been identified as handicapped.

EXAMPLE: H03 = Deaf (See example, page 47)

Service Code -> A 2 digit service code describing spec-

ial services the agency provides to the

handicapped student must be selected and entered into the compu-

ter. A list of the Service Codes may also be found in Appendix

A. It is very important that the service code selected be appro -,

priate for the handicapping condition of the student.

EXAMPLE: 03 = Interpreter for the deaf student
(See example, page 47)

Disadvantage A 3 digit code is used to specify the
Condition

condition or type of disadvantagement

which the student possesses. Each student who is identified as

disadvantaged will have one of the six 3 digit codes listed in

Appendix A. Assign and enter this code into the computer. If a

Ltrdent is identified in more than one disadvantaged condition,

the agency should select one condition to enter here. A student

may ma be identified as both disadvantaged and having limited

English proficiency, (L.E.P.). Such students should be claimed,

it All 21111, as L.E.P. These spaces are left blank for those

students who are not being identified as disadvantaged.

EXAMPLE: D05 = Economically Disadvantaged (see example, page 48)
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Vocational Student Information Continued

Service Code -> A service code describing special serv-

ices the agency provides to the disad-

vantaged student must be selected from the list in Appendix A and

entered into the computer. It is very important that the service

code selected be appropriate for the disadvantage condition of

the student.

EXAMPLE: .15 = Special Testing (see example, page 48)

Program Completer -> A grade twelve student in a level 1

course who has finished a planned

sequence of courses designed to meet an occupational objective

that teaches entry-level job skills. This information is used in

the VEDS portion of the report.

Rulgl_and_Eueggaiigna_12L_Csamalaiing_a_EIlidani_Egaztd_amm

Fill out a STUDENT RECORD FORM for each student enrolled in

an approved vocational course. If following METHOD 1 as des-

cribed on page 36, this form should be completed for each student

enrolled in the local agency.

Rule

(a) You may use up to the maximum number of spaces provided
for each variable--but no more.

(b) Abbreviate where necessary when student names are long-
er than the spaces provided. DO NOT separate the last
name and first name with a comma.
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Rules and Suggestions Continued

(c) Left justify data in the spaces provided. If the
information to be entered has fewer characters than
spaces provided, leave blank spaces in the right-hand
portion of the space provided. For example:

STUDENT I .D. # -> 8 15 11 101 ( 1

When entering alphabetic data such as a student's name,
blank spaces may be entered to separate names and will
be treated as blank spaces by the computer. When
entering numeric data such as the ID number, blank
spaces to the right of the number will be ignored.

(d) Be careful about the difference between 0, (zero), and
0, (letter 0), and between 1, (number 1), and 1, (lower
case letter 1). Typists often use them interchangeab-
ly. val amnia= Llangnizaa 1hg dillatannA and an
error will result U VII incorrect lymbsal j jjed.

Computer users often use the following symbols when
completing data input forms for entering information to
avoid confusion on the part of the typist.

0 = ZERO
= LETTER 0
= NUMBER 2
= LETTER Z
= NUMBER 1
= LETTER I

(e) Use decimal numbers rather than fractions. For
example, use .5 credits as opposed to 1/2 credits.

Data Entry Procedures -- Student Data

To enter student information, place the MICRO-VERS PROGRAM

disk into the disk drive and either turn the micro-computer on

using the switch located on the back left side of the micro-

computer, or type the command PR#6 followed by pressing the

RETURN key. The MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER menu will be displayed
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on the screen:

****************************************
* *
* WELCOME TO MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER ** *
****************************************

1) UPDATE COURSE FILE

2) UPDATE STUDENT FILE

3) UPDATE CCMPLETERS

4) INITIALIZE NEW DATA DISK

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND PRESS 'RETURN'

Student Data

To enter the student data into the MICRO-VERS program, enter

number 2 and press RETURN. The micro-computer will display the

message:

PLEASE INSERT PROPER DISK INTO DRIVE ONE.
<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

Eamove_Ilia_naHLMW_diak from the disk drive, replacing the

disk in its protective envelope, and insert the MIA dilk. The

same data disk is used to store both the Course data and the

Student data. Close the disk drive door and press the space bar.

After pressing the space bar to continue, the disk drive will

access for a brief period of time and the following menu of

options appears:
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*******************************
* *
* STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE *
* *
*******DISK IS 1.3% FULL*******

1) ADD STUDENTS TO FILE
2) DELETE STUDENTS FROM FILE
3) ENTER CLASS LIST
4) EDIT STUDENTS ENTRIES
5) ENTER VARIABLE CONTACT HOURS
6) ENTER COOP. CLASSES
7) ENTER SPECIAL ED. COOP(18.9906)
8) CLOSE FILE AND EXIT

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND PRESS 'RETURN'

The STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE menu contains eight options as

well as an indicator to let you know how full the data disk is.

ADDING_ETUDENIE

Option number one, "ADD STUDENTS TO FILE", is used to input

the student information. After entering 1 and pressing RETURN,

the following screen will appear:

STUDENT NAME -> ?

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER ->

STUDENT ID. NUMBER ->

SEX -> GRADE LEVEL ->

ETHNIC/RACE -> _

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> _

HAND. COND. -> _ _ _ SERVICE ->

DISADV. COND. -> _ _ SERVICE ->

The following practice data will help acquaint the user with

entering student information using the MICRO-VERS software pack-

age. Input the following data onto the student information

screen:
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STUDENT NAME AMITH LIkL

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER ->

STUDENT ID. NUMBER ->

SEX -> M GRADE LEVEL -> u

ETHNIC/RACE -> A

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER ->

HAND. COND. -> SERVICE -> _ _

DISADV. COND. -> _ _ SERVICE -> _

After each line entry has been completed., press RETURN to

move to the next line. The beginning point of each line of entry

is marked with the ? cursor as with the course update routine.

/MEI If no data is to be entered for a specific line entry as
in the option above, simply press the RETURN key to move to the
next line entry. If a typing error is made, it can be corrected
by using the back space key, (left arrow key), to back up to the
incorrect information and retyping.

When the last entry is completed, pressing the RETURN key

will display the following message:

PRESS 'R' TO RE-ENTER. PRESS 'RETURN' TO
ACCEPT OR PRESS 'ESC' FOR LAST ENTRY

EREaS_IRI_TO_RE=EHTEE

If a mistake has been made in entering the data, pressing

the letter R will remove the data from the screen and allow for

the re-entry of the correct data.
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ERESE_IREUTEHI_TSLAQUEI

Pressing the RETURN key will cause the data to be accepted

by the program and return the screen for entering additional

student data.

Since practice data is being entered at this time, try the

first two options to become familiar With their operation. Begin

with the first one, PRESS 'IV TO RE-ENTER. After re-entering the

data from page 45 again, select Option two, PRESS 'RETURN' TO

ACCEPT.

After entering the first student data, enter the following

information into the file:

STUDENT NAME -> EETERMALLAIM

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER ->

STUDENT ID. NUMBER ->

SEX -> M GRADE LEVEL -> 11

ETHNIC/RACE -> a

OVER-AGE /UNDER-ACHIEVER -> I

HAND. COND. -> SERVICE ->

DISADV. COND. -> SERVICE ->

Press RETURN to enter these data.

Continue to enter the student data from the example STUDENT

RECORD FORMs included on the next few pages.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER -> I/1 I

!!)14I

STUDENT I .D.# -> II jjoil 18

SEX ->

S.

GRADE LEVEL -> 1,A10,71

ETHNIC/RACE -> I I

Iz I

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> i 1

I -I

HANDICAPPING CONDITION -> u I 2 I SERVICE CODE -> 21

DISADVANTAGE CONDITION -> I I I I SERVICE CODE -> I I I

I__I__I__I 1_1__I

MICRO -VERS User's Guide
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER -> I I I

I__i__I

STUDENT I.D.# ->III.4IIIIIII
151)._ICallz I I I I I

SEX ->
.111

IF GRADE LEVEL ->

ETHNIC/RACE -> Ir. I

11%7_1

MmINO11

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> I I

HANDICAPPING CONDITION -> I --I --I --I SERVICE CODE -> I --II

DISADVANTAGE CONDITION -> 1/x1r.I SERVICE CODE ->1,11
ILIE.1211 11_151
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

01 01.10.
SCHOOL ID. NUMBER -> 1 I I

I__I__I

STUDENT I. D.# -> WL1011 I I~ I

SEX -> I

M
III GRADE LEVEL -> It I I

ETHNIC/RACE -> I I

I 2_1

MIO

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> I I

HANDICAPPING CONDITION -> I SERVICE CODE -> I I I

I I__I__I

DISADVANTAGE CONDITION -> IIIISERVICE CODE -> I I I

I__I__I__I I__I__I
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

STUDENT
NAME ->

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER -> 1

1_1__I

STUDENT I.D.# ->

SEX -> I 1 GRADE LEVEL ->
M I

ETHNIC/RACE -> I

12 I

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> I III
HANDICAPPING CONDITION -> 1 1 I--1 SERVICE CODE -> I--I--I

I__I__I__I

DISADVANTAGE'CONDITION -> 1 L.

I

0 1 11 SERVICE CODE -> 11 I
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

STUDENT 1101RIDIAINI IVIOIAININ1 1 INAME -> l 1 I I IlllII__I

IllmI

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER -> I/Al 1 I

1.5L11.1

STUDENT I.D.# ->IIIIIII--I--I--I
If_ILic_2_5i2 14 1_1_1_1_1

SEX -> lc 1

IL
GRADE LEVEL ->

ETHNIC/RACE -> l i

I __S- 1

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> iyi
ILI

HANDICAPPING CONDITION -> I1i111771 SERVICE CODE -> I I12 :71

H 1°_1

DISADVANTAGE CONDITION -> I I I -I SERVICE CODE -> I -I -I
1__l__l__1 1__1__1
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STUDENT
NAME ->

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

11
SCHOOL ID. NUMBER -> I 1 1

I__I__I

STUDENT I.D.# ->
51 5 17_1016 11011:11

SEX ->
II 12_1

GRADE LEVEL ->

410

ETHNIC/RACE ->

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> 1 1

1_1

HANDICAPPING CONDITION ->
I I I I SERVICE CODE ->111
1__I__I__I. I__1_1

DISADVANTAGE CONDITION -> 1-1--1-1 SERVICE CODE ->
I__I__I
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STUDENT
NAME ->

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER I I I

1__I__I

STUDENT I.D.# -> .11.11,5_141.3 18 LLI

SEX -> I I

IFI
.

GRADE LEVEL -> IAK1 01II
ETHNIC/RACE -> I I

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER ->
I I

I -I

HANDICAPPING CONDITION -> I I I I SERVICE CODE ->
I I I

1__I__I__I

DISADVANTAGE CONDITION -> I I I I SERVICE CODE -> I I I

I__I__I
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VCCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER -> I I I

I__I__I

STUDENT I.D.# ->
I 1012 LI

SEX -> GRADE LEVEL ->
I 1I
1111_1

ETHNIC/RACE -> I I

1_211

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> I I

HANDICAPPING CONDITION -> I
1 I I SERVICE CODE -> I I I

I I 1__I__I

DISADVANTAGE CONDITION -> 1111SERVICE CODE ->III
1__I__I__I I__I__I
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ILICI_EQB_LAET_ENTRY

When the last student has been entered, select the third op-

tion, PRESS 'ESC' FOR LAST ENTRY. Pressing the ESC key tells the

micro-computer that this is the last entry to be made in the

student file at this time. The STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE menu of

options will be returned to the screen.

NOTE: Should you press RETURN by mistake after the last
student has been entered rather than ESC, the student data
entry screen will return ready to receive another student as
before. To record the data and exit the routine, press ESC
in response to the first variable, STUDENT NAME. This will
bypass the data entry and the routine may be exited in the
normal manner.

aing_Multipla_DaiaDiaks.

Multiple data disks will not be necessary for this practice

session. However, if more than 500 students are enrolled in the

vocational program, more than one DATA disk will be required.

IMPORTANT NOTES:

(a) There is an indicator, "DISK IS % FULL", which appears
on the STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE menu. As student data
is entered, periodically check the indicator. When the
DATA disk nears 100% full, (about 95 percen,t), follow
the nine steps below. This allows for the entry of ad-
ditional students at a later time.

(b) Clearly label each disk in the order in which they have
been initialized, i.e DATA DISK #1 -- STUDENTS A-F,
DATA DISK #2 -- STUDENTS G-M, etc.

(c) It is suggested that districts with substantial adult
enrollment prepare a separate data disk for these
students to aid efficiency in compilation.

1. Select menu option 8, "CLOSE FILE AND EXIT".

2. When the "1" cursor returns, remove the DATA diskette
from the disk drive.
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3. Insert the MICRO-VERS PROGRAM disk into the disk drive,
close the drive door and enter PR#6.

4. The MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER menu will soon appear on
the screen.

5. Select Option Four, (see page 13), "INITIALIZE NEW DATA
DISK". When the following message appears,

IS THERE A COURSE FILE TO TRANSFER? YIN

Press the Y key and then the RETURN key.

6. The following message will now appear on the screen:

PLEASE INSERT DISK WITH COURSE FILE
<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

The disk with the course file is the 2Lig.inIi1 DATA disk
which became full. Insert it into the disk drive and
press the space bar. The following message will soon
appear:

PLEASE.INSERT THE NEW INITIALIZED DISK
<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

7. Insert the newly initialized disk and press the space
bar. The disk drive will whir and this message will
reappear:

PLEASE INSERT DISK WITH COURSE FILE
<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

8. Once more, insert the original DATA disk and press the
space bar. The following message will appear:

PLEASE INSERT NEW INITIALIZED DISK
<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>
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9. As before, insert the newly initialized disk and press
the space bar. The disk drive will whir and the
message:

PLEASE INSERT MICRO-VERS PROGRAM DISK INTO DRIVE ONE
<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

will appear. Insert the MICRO-VERS PROGRAM disk and
press the space bar. When the disk drive stops, the
second data disk is ready for adding students to the
file. To continue, return to the UPDATE STUDENT FILE
Routine and insert the second data disk when the fol-
lowing message appears:

PLEASE INSERT THE CORRECT DATA DISK INTO
DRIVE ONE.

<<PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE>>

NOTE: If multiple DATA disks are being used and it becomes
necessary to add an additional course(s) to the course file, they
Min be entered onto Eital of the DATA disks using the UPDATE
COURSE FILE option. Label the data disks, DATA DISK 1, 2, 3 etc.
to aid in locating the proper disk.

Option 2 -- DELETE STUDENTE_ERCALEILE

The second option, "DELETE STUDENTS FROM FILE", is used to

delete student. data that has been previously entered. When a

student is no longer enrolled in a vocational program this option

is used to delete the student's information from the student

file. Enter a 2 and press the RETURN key. The screen will

display the following message:

! PLEASE INPUT STUDENT IDENTIFICATION !

STUDENT ID. -> ?
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Type in the student ID. number as shown below.

PLEASE INPUT STUDENT IDENTIIYCATION

STUDENT ID. -> alnii___

The following options will now be displayed:

EREaS_IRI_TittliEzEHTER

If a mistake has been made in entering the data, in this

case the student ID number, pressing the letter R will remove the

data from the screen and allow for the re-entry of the correct

data.

Emma .RETUESI_IE_C4BREQT

Pressing the RETURN key will cause the data to be accepted

by the program and return the screen ready for further deletion

of student data records.

IEKI_EOLIAET_EHTEY

Pressing the ESC key on the upper left hand side of the key-

board tells the micro-computer that this is the last deletion to

be made in the student file. The STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE menu.

will be returned to the screen.

Since this is only student to be deleted from the sample

data, press ESC.
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If an attempt is made to enter a student number that is not

contained in the the student file, the following message will

appear:

STUDENT NOT FOUND

<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

Press the space bar to return to the STUDENT FILE EDIT

ROUTINE menu. When all student data has been entered, use Option

-CLOSE_F_ILES_AND_EXIT_ befor_e_tu-r-n-i-n g--tbe-computer off-T.--

Remember, never turn off the micro-computer without using the

CLOSE FILES AND EXIT menu option.
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CLASS ENROLLMENT DATA

When STUDENT RECORD FORMs have been completed for each stu-

dent and course enrollment at mid-term of the semester or quarter

has been verified, course enrollment data may be entered into the

computer.

Cburse-arivollment-into_rmation may be taken off class lists

for each of the approved vocational. courses. Liire-d-b-e-row---i-s-a

description of each variable to be entered into the computer. An

example class list is included at the end of this section.

Variable Descriptions -- Class Data

Course Number -> This number is entered prior to the list

of student names from the class list.

This locally assigned course number is used by the computer to

match courses with vocational programs.

EXAMPLE: B100 (See Example, page 66)

Student ID Number -> This is the ID number that has been

assigned to each student. The ID number

is used by the computer to locate the student in the disk file

and place the enrollment information into the student's record.

EXAMPLE: 55022 (See example, page 66)
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Vocational Enrollment Information Continued

Coop. Trainikg When entering course enrollment informs-
Station O.E.
Code Number -> tion for Cooperative Education Courses,

O.E. Code Number corresponding to the

training station occupation 'must be entered for each student.

EXAMPLE: 14.0203 = Student employed in data processing

Adult Variable In adult courses where students are
Contact Hours ->

enrolled in portions of the total course

or in cases where attendance for the entire course is not re-

quired for successful completion, the teacher must keep accurate

records regarding the amount of time spent in the class. These

contact hours will vary among the students enrolled and must be

entered at this time.

EXAMPLE: 71 = Seventy-one contact hours in class

Data Entry Procedures -- Class Enrollment Data

Class enrollment information is entered from the STUDENT

FILE EDIT ROUTINE menu. If that menu is not on the screen, close

the data file if using the COURSE UPDATE ROUTINE and place the

MICRO-VERS PROGRAM disk into the disk drive and either turn the

micro-computer on using the switch located on the back left side

of the micro-computer, or, if the computer is presently on, type

the command PR #6 followed by pressing the RETURN key.
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The MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER menu will be displayed on the screen.

Select Option Two, UPDATE STUDENT FILE and press RETURN. After

inserting the data disk as instructed, the STUDENT FILE EDIT

ROUTINE is displayed on the screen:

*******************************
* *
* STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE *
* *
*******DISK IS 2.2% FULL*******

1) ADD STUDENTS TO FILE
2) DELETE STUDENTS FROM FILE
3) ENTER CLASS LIST
4) EDIT STUDENT ENTRIES
5) ENTER VARIABLE CONTACT HOURS
6) ENTER COOP. CLASSES
7) ENTER SPECIAL ED. COOP(18.9906)
8) CLOSE FILE AND EXIT

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND PRESS 'RETURN'

421i4n 1_-- MEE aAaa_LIai

To enter the enrollment data into the MICRO-VERS program,

enter number Three and press RETURN. The micro-computer will

display the message:

! ENTER CLASS LIST !

COURSE ID. -> 9

Enter the following Course ID. Number and press RETURN to

illustrate this procedure.

COURSE ID. am
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As the computer can search for an Course ID number much

faster than a course name, ID numbers are entered. After entering

the COURSE NUMBER and RETURN, the micro-computer verifies that

the course number is contained in the course file. If the course

number has not been previously entered into the course file, or

if the number is incorrectly typed, the micro-computer will

immediately respond:

COURSE (NUMBER) NOT FOUND
<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

If the Course ID number is correct, the following will

appear:

COURSE ID -> B260

9.

PRESS ESC TO EXIT, ENTER '<' TO BACK UP
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Enter the following students into the class list. After

each student ID. number is entered, press RETURN. Note: Press

RETURN after the last entry jui2zg pressing the ESC key.

COURSE ID -> B260

55041 15_1112 55011

mm.

PRESS ESC TO EXIT, ENTER '<' TO BACK UP

H4IE1 If a mistake has been made while entering the
student ID numbers, hold down the shift key while
pressing the comma key, (upper case comma = <), to back
up one ID number at a time.

When all student ID numbers have been entered, press the ESC key

indicate the list is finished. The STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE

menu will be returned. The enrollment data for each vocational

class is entered in the above manner with the exception of co-

operative education classes. The entry of coop. classes is dis-

cussed later under Option Six.

If a single class should happen to have a larger enrollment

than is allowed for on the screen, (36 students), type 'ESC'

after the thirty-sixth student has been entered and then access
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Option Three again from the STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE and type in

the same course number. This will allow for an .additional

thirty-six students to be entered. For further data entry

practice:

Enter student 55106 into the Carpentry Apprentice class,
A400.

Enter student 55024 into the Clerical Office Proc class,
-B250.

Enter the students in Orientation to Business Occupations,
B100 from the example class list shown on page 66.

This concludes the class list data entry. Press ESC to

return to the STUDENT EDIT FILE ROUTINE. Cooperative education

students will be entered under Option Six.

41/.112n_l_=_EDII_UUDEUIE_EHMIEB.

Option number four, "EDIT STUDENTS ENTRIES", allows student

information which was previously entered to be viewed and edited.

The.information is viewed in two parts:

1. The information entered in Option One: "Adding Students to
File"

2. The class information entered from the class lists (Option
Three). A list of classes the student has taken to the
present point in the school year may be viewed.

As the information is viewed, an opportunity to make changes

in it will be provided. Enter a 4 and press RETURN. The

following screen will appear:

PLEASE INPUT STUDENT IDENTIFICATION

STUDENT ID. -> ?
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Mayberry-Community District #100

Course Name: Orientation to Bus Occup

Course ID : B100

Semester

Room

Period

: Fall, 1982

: 222

: 2

Instructor : Elliott. Turner

aiusigni_Hamt

Class List

qvid&Jamml
1. Bottoms, Tom 55048 9

2. Falls, Sharon 55022 11
3. Jordan, Joann 55024 10
4. Peterman, Jim 55019 12
5. Singleton, Janet 55038 9
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In order to edit a student's file, the student's ID. number

is typed into the micro-computer. After pressing the RETURN

key, changes may be made to the student's file. If the student's

ID. number has not previously been entered, or if you have incor-

rectly typed the number, the following message will appear. For

example, enter ID Number 55000 and press ESC.

STUDENT 55000 NOT FOUND
((PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

Pressing the space bar returns you to the STUDENT FILE EDIT

ROUTINE menu. If the student's ID. number is contained in the

STUDENT FILE, the file will appear on the screen. To change the

student information, simply type in the new information Lieu.
over the incorrect entry and press R'": "'FN. If you do not wish to

change a line entry, pressing RETURN will automatically advance

to the next line. Try editing cLudent number 55020 in the

following manner:

PLEASE INPUT STUDar TJENTIFICATICN

STUDENT ID. 15020

When the RETURN key is typed, the usual messagn "or RE-

ENTER, ACCEPT or LAST ENTRY is given. Type ESC to this tc;:aest.
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The following will appear on ae screen. Note that the ?

cursor hides the first letter of the student's name. In addi-

tion, note hat a new variable, PROGRAM COMPLETER, has appeared

on the bottom of the screen. The use of this variable will be

described in Part VII.

STUDENT NAME -> lum sl 2i

SCHOOL ID. NUMBER ->

STUDENT ID. NUMBER -> Luz()

SEX -> E GRADE LEVEL -> 11

ETHNIC/RACE -> 2

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> _

HAND. COND. -> _ SERVICE ->

DISADV. COND. -> _ SERVICE

PROG. COMPLETER ->

Change this student's grade level from 11 to 12.

Note: Did you notice that you were not given the opportunity to
change the student's ID. number in this option? The student ID.
number is essential to the proper operation of the MICRO-VERS
DATA MANAGER. Therefore, it must not be altered. To change a
student's ID. number:

1. Delete the student using option two, DELETE STUDENTS
FROM FILE.

2. Add all 21 /ha a2Lra9.1 data on the student using option
one, ADD STUDENTS TO FILE.
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After the student's grade level has been changed from 11 to

12 and the RETURN pressed repeatedly until the Program Completer

entry has been passed, the message:

IS THIS CORRECT? Y/N

will appear et the bottom left of the screen. Press the Y key

and then RETURN. Listed on the screen will be all the classes

the student has taken this year:

1: COURSES
2: PROGRAMMING I
A)DD, DELETE OR E)XIT

The following descriptors apply:

A)dd - permits you to add courses to the student's list one at
a time.

D)elete - permits you to delete courses from the student's list
one at a time.

E)xit - returns you to the STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE

Since the course list for this student is not to be altered,

enter E followed by RETURN. The SAVE THE CHANGES Y/N message

will appear on the screen before making the final alteration to

the student file. Since a change has been made in Jane Smith's

file, enter Y to make the change and return to the STUDENT FILE

EDIT ROUTINE.

Wism ENTER YARIAELE_MNTAGT_HORE

If a class list is being entered for an adult class that has

variable contact hours, Option Five, "ENTER VARIABLE CONTACT

HOURS", will be used. When Option Five, "ENTER VARIABLE CONTACT

HOURS" is selected, the following screen will appear:
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ENTER YARIABLE OLITAQI HOBE
COURSE ID. NUMBER -> ? _
STUDENT ID. HOURS

Nam AM. MNIM

MOP 4 Nam

PRESS ' <' TO BACK UP ONE ENTRY
PRESS 'ESC' WHEN LIST IS FINISHED

Begin by entering the COURSE ID. NUMBER and press RETURN.

The cursor will move to the first student ID. line entry. After

filling in the student's ID number, press RETURN and the cursor

will move to the HOURS entry. Enter the variable contact hours

and press RETURN. The cursor will automatically advance to the

next line entry. When all entries have been completed, use the

ESC key. When the disk drive turns off, the STUDENT FILE EDIT

ROUTINE menu will return.

Beginning Drafting was previously entered as a variable

contact hour course. Type in A300 in response to the course ID

number. Press RETURN. Enter student ID number 55105. Teacher

records indicate that this student attended class for 71 contact

hours. Enter this amount in the HOURS column. This is the only

student to enter at this time. Type ESC to return to the menu.
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If more than fifteen entries for variable contact hours are

to be made, simply select Option Five, "ENTER VARIABLE CONTACT

HOURS", again and continue to enter the data until all entries

are completed.

441i2n ENTER GOODE_GLAES.EE

Since it is required that students enrolled in cooperative

education classes be identified with an O.E. code number for

their training_ station, Option Six is used to enter class lists

for Coop. classes.

IMPORTANT NOTE: This option will only accept six-digit O.E.
Codes that have previously been entered into the course data
file from the turn-around document. Prior to entering the
coop. class list, determine if any of the students' training
station job O.E. Codes do not exist on the course data file.

If there are training station O.E. Codes that do not match
existing O.E. Codes on the course data file, load the MICRO-
VERS Program disk and select Option one, UPDATE COURSE FILE
ROUTINE. From this routine, select Option one, ENTER NEW
COURSES.

Enter the program name that corresponds with the O.E. Code
of the training station. Enter the O.E. Code number for the
training station. When entering the course name, use the
same name as entered for the program. The remaining infor-
mation on the screen may be bypassed by pressing the RETURN
key and exiting in the normal manner.

Cooperative education students with the added O.E. Codes
will now be accepted into the file. If in error additional
O.E. Codes have been omitted, an error message, UNKNOWN O.E.
CODE, will appear on the screen when the class list is
loaded. In order for these students to be accepted by the
system follow the directions in the preceding paragraph.
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When Option Six, "ENTER COOP. CLASSES" is selected, the fol-

lowing screen will appear:

INPUT COOP. STUDENTS

ID. NUM. O.E. CODE CREDIT # TERMS SO

9

PRESS 'ESC' TO EXIT, ENTER ' <' TO BACK UP

Begin by entering the student's ID. number, press RETURN and

the cursor will move to the O.E. CODE entry. Enter the O.E. CODE

of the job assignment and press RETURN. The cursor will move to

the CREDIT entry. Enter the credit for the term. Press RETURN

and the cursor will move to the #TERMS entry. Enter the number

of terms student can take this class in one year. Press RETURN

and the cursor will move to the SO entry. Enter a Y if the

course is approved for Special Organization funding otherwise

leave the space blank. Press RETURN and the cursor will move to

the left side rt'ady to enter the next student's ID. number.
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Enter the following student data:

ID. NUMBER 0,E. CODE CREDIT # TERMS SO

55022 14.0203 1 2
55019 17.1001 1 2
55020 14.0303 1 2
55018 14.0203 1 2
55024 14.0203 1 2

When all of the student data for the Coop. classes has been

entered from the class lists, move the cursor to the next line as

if ready to enter another student and press ESC. When the disk

drive turns off, The STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE menu will be

returned to the screen.

If more than fourteen entries for cooperative education

classes are to be made, simply select option Six, "ENTER COOP.

CLASSES" again and continue to enter the data until all entries

are completed. Pressing the ESC key will load the class list.

When the disk drive turns off, you will be returned to the

STUDENT FILE EDIT ROUTINE menu.

Quii2h./_=_EUTER_BEECIAL_Ell.. .C11,99011

This option is saly applicable if a separate cooperative

education class (18.9906) is provided for handicapped students.

Please refer to Option Six ENTER COOP CLASSES for specific dir-

ections in entering class lists. The directions end precautions

are the same for both Options Six and Seven.
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Option Eight is the normal way to exit from the MICRO-VERS

system after completing work at the end of e data entry session.

The screen will clear itself and the Applesoft cursor, "] ", will

be located in the upper left hand corner of the screen.

******CAUTION******
*** NEVER TURN THE MICRO-COMPUTER OFF WITHOUT USING ***

*** THE "CLOSE FILE AND-EXIT" MENU OPTIC ***

If the micro-computer is turned off before closing the file, ALL
OF YOUR HARD WORK WILL BE LOST!!

Remember to return the disks to their protective envelopes when

you have finished using the MICRO-VERS program.

When the above course enrollment information has been en-

tered for each of the approved vocational courses, this phase of

data entry is complete. The next step in the process involves

identifying completers of vocational education programs. Direc-

tions for completing this procedure is outlined in Part VII.
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PART VII
VOCATIONAL PRGGRAM COMPLETERS

Part IV of the VEDS report requii,es that,, in addition to

program enrollment, the number of students who have completed a

vocational program be entered on each line 2 by racial/ethni(

sex, special needs and cooperative education categories (see

table on page 85). A program completer is defined as:

"A grade twelve student in a level 1 course who has finished a
planned sequence of courses designed to meet an occupational
objective that teaches entry-level job skills".

MICRO-VERS aids the local agency in identifying these stu-

dents through the use of Option 3, "UPDATE COMPLETERS", on the

MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER menu. A hard-copy print-out is provided

which lists each student which meets the criteria for identifica-

tion as a potential program completer. The local administrator

may then check this list against student records to verify that

the students have completed a sequence of courses comprising the

vocational program with which they have been identified. Option

3 also allows the operator to enter the program completion status

for each student who has completed the entire sequence.

Upon completing the input of the class enrollment data as

outlined in Part VI, place the MICRO-VERS Program Disk into the

disk drive and either turn the computer on or, if it is currently

on, type in PR#6. When the MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER menu appears,
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enter 3, UPDATE COMPLETERS. The following message will appear on

the screen:

PLEASE INSERT DATA DISK INTO DRIVE ONE
AND PRESS 'RETURN'

Remove the MICRO-VERS Program Disk and place the Data Disk

into the drive. Press the RETURN key. The following COMPLETER

UPDATE PROGRAM menu will appear on the screen:

COMPLETER UPDATE PROGRAM

1; GENERATE COMPLETER LIST

2) ENTER COMPLETERS

3) EXIT PROGRAM

PLEASE ENTER NUMBER AND PRESS 'RETURN'

To generate a list of potential program completers, enter 1

and press RETURN. A message will appear on the screen which

indicates the progress which the computer is making in identi-

fying potential completers. When the search is finished, the

following message will appear:

SEARCH FINISHED
FOUND 2 POSSIBLE COMPLETERS.

BEGINNING SORT PHASE.

The sample data entered earlier contained two students who

met the criteria as grade twelve and were enrolled in a level 1

class. These students are now being arranged into alphabetical
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Part VII Program Completers

order. After a brief pause, the following message will be dis-

played:

SORT PHASE COMPLETE
PLEASE READY PRINTER.

<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

Since there are potentially large numbers of students who

may be identified as program completers, this portion of the

MICRO-VERS system requires that a line printer be connected to

the micro-computer. The hard-copy print-out that is produced

will also allow the local administrator the time required to

check student records against the list and make final decisions

regarding completions. At this point the operator should turn

the line printer power switch to on. When this is done, press

the SPACE BAR to continue. The following table will be printed

on the line printer:

STUDENT NAME ID. PROGRAM/COURSE

PETERMAN JIM :55019

SMITH JANE.

FINISHED

14.0203 COMPLETER ->
PROGRAMMING I

:55020 14.0203 COMPLETER ->___
PROGRAMMING I
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The space to the right of the word COMPLETER in each stu-

dent's record is provided for a check mark which is to be placed

beside each student who has completed the vocational program

indicated. For the sample data which has been entered, consider

that Jim Peterman has completed the Computer Programming se-

quence, 14.0203.

When the printer has finished listing each of the potential

program completers, the COMPLETER UPDATEPROGRAM menu will be

returned to the screen. After each of the program completers has

been identified on the print-out, select Option 2, ENTER

COMPLETERS from this menu and press RETURN. The following will

appear on the screen:

ENTER COMPLETER LIST

9

ST. ID. O.E. ST. ID. O.E.

-------

Mils

PRESS ESC TO EXIT, ENTER '<' TO BACK UP
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Enter the student ID numbers and O.E. Code numbers for each

of the students who have been identified as program completers on

the check list. Press RETURN after entering each ST. ID. and

O.E. The < symbol may be used to Pack up one entry in order to

correct a mistake. When each program completer has been entered,

press ESC to exit the program and return to the COMPLETER UPDATE

PROGRAM menu.

Enter the ID number for Jim Peterman, 55019 and the O.E.

Code for Computer Programming, 14.0203 onto the screen as direct-

ed above. After pressing ESC the menu will be returned to the

screen and the student will have been recorded as completing the

desired vocational program.

When all program completer have been identified and recorded

in the computer files, select Option 3, EXIT PROGRAM and press

RETURN. The Applesoft cursor ] will be returned to the screen

and the Student DATA disk may be removed from the drive.
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PART VIII
PRINTING THE REPORTS

Inivadualdsan

Part VIII of the MICRO-VERS UsP-'s Guide deals with ,)lay-

ing the Reimbursement Claims report, -nd Parts III,

the VEDS report. The procedures expla.z1(.1 in the pre'

tions must be completed before generatin .her report.

gaaathanaLaiing

In order to generate the reports, place the MICRO-V2RS

PRINTER disk into the disk drive. Start the system by either

turning the micro-computer power switch on, or if the micro-

computer is already on, type the command PR#6 followed by the

RETURN key. When the program has been loaded, the following

screen will appear:

PLEAS aiSERT DATA DISK INTO DRIVE CNE
AND Ye3ss 'RETURN'

Remove the PRINTIM disk at this time, remembering to return

the disk to its protective envelope, and insert the IATA eisk

into the disk drive. Press RETURN to continue. The disk d :ive

will access for a period of time while both the COUESE DATA and

the STUDENT DATA are compiled by the micro-computes... Depending

on the number of courses and students in the files, this proeef

may take several minutes. The progress of the work being com-

pleted will be displayed on the screen.
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IMPORTANT

DO NOT OPEN THE DISK DRIVE DOOR WHILE
. THE DATA IS BEING COMPILED BY THE

MICRO-COMPUTER

It is not necessary that the operator sit in front of the

micro-computer while the compilation is in progress. The compu-

ter will wait for further input when it has finished compiling

the report data.

anzam_lit_ailmaiisma

Reporting mandates require that students enrolled in train-

ing level courses be reported in only one vocational program per

school year. When students are enrolled in courses in two or

more programs, the MICRO-VERS system automatically assigns stu-

dents to the vocational program showing the larger number of

credits. This results in the maximum reimbursement to the local

agency. However, in cases when students are enrolled in two or

more vocational programs showing equal amounts of credit, (a tie

situation), the operator will be required to mak:: a decision

regarding the appropriate program.

Since the sample data loaded thus far contains a program tie

for one of the students, the following screen will appear for

that student.
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PROGRAM TIES
STUDENT NAME: JORDAN JOANN

STUDENT ID: 55024

TRAINING LEVEL COURSES IN WHICH STUDENT
IS ENROLLED

CLERICAL OFFICE PROC:14.0303
COOP. ED. :14.0203

IN WHICH PROGRAM CODE DO YOU WANT THIS
STUDENT TO BE COUNTED?
1) 14.0203
2) 14.0303
SELECT ONE PROGRAM => 2

Make a decision regerding the program in which to claim as

the student's program o study. In this case, enter a 2 corres-

ponding to 14.0303 and press the RETURN key.

When all of the program tie situations have been completed,

the micro-computer will display the following message:

ARE THERE OTHER DATA DISKS YIN?

al_REZEOHSE

If more than one DATA disk has been used, answer the ques-

tion Y for YES and press RETURN. The following message will

appear:

PLEASE INSERT DATA DISK INTO DRIVE ONE
AND PRESS 'RETURN'

Remove the first DATA disk from the disk drive, replacing it

in the protective envelope, and insert the next DATA disk into

the disk drive. Press RETURN to continue. The disk drive will

access once again for a period of time while both the COURSE DATA

and the STUDENT DATA from the new disk are compiled and added to
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the data from the first disk by the mic:o-computer. Once again,

you will be given the opportunity to make decisions in tie situa-

tions. These procedures will be followed until all of the DATA

disks have been compiled.

INI_REEEQUEE

A N response for NO to the screen will indicate to the

micro-computer that the analysis of the COURSE DATA and

STUDENT DATA is complete.. Since the sample data is contained on

a single DATA disk, press N and RETURN.

Cznalliing Iha_Raporta

WHERE WOULD YOU LIKE THE OUTPUT TO GO?

1 ) SCREEN ONLY
2 ) SCREEN AND PRINTER

PLEASE ENTER AND PRESS 'RETURN'

If it is desired that the report da'n is to be displayed on

the monitor screen and printed copy of the dat is not required,

select Option One--SrREEN ONLY, and press RETURN. However, If

printed copy is necessary, select Option Two, SCREEN AND PRINTER

and press RETURN.

To complete the Reimbursement Claims and Parts III, IV and

IV of the VEDS Reports, copy the data from the screen or the

printed copy to its appropriate position on the report form. The

name of the appropriate foim as well as the position on the form

is provided.
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Since secondary students in the sample data were enrolled

only in business classes, all of the tables prior to 14.0000 con-

tain zeros in the sample presented. That table should appear as

follows:

VEDS PART III
==== ==== ===

RACIAL/ETHNIC AND SEX DESIGNATIONS

14.0000 : AI/AN : ASIAN : BLACK : HISP : WHITE :

MALE 0 : 1 0 0 0

FEMALE 0 : 0 0 0 2

PART LII TOTAL => 3

HANDICAPPED L.E.P.
2 0

LEVEL 9/10 => 3
LEVEL 11/12 => 0

DISADVANTAGED
0

<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

The last screen for VEDS Part III displays the total for

this section. Since program areas other than 14.0000 were not

included in the sample data, this screen is the same as the one

shown above.
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The next screens after the VEDS Part III display data for

VEDS Part IV for each of the O.E. Codes included in the sample

data for which there

14.0203 : AI/AN
+

is enrollment.

VEDS PART IV (11/12

: ASIAN : BLACK
+ +

ONLY)

HISP
+

:

+

WHITE
.

MALE 0 : 0 : 1 1 : 0 .

+ + + + + .

COMPLETER : 0 : 0 . 1 0 : 0
+ + + + + :

FEMALE : 0 : 1 : 0 0 : 1 :

+ + + + +
COMPLETER : 0 : 0 : 0 0 : 0 :

PART IV TOTAL => 4

1

HANDICAPPED L.E.P. DISADVANTAGED
O 0 1

0 0 0

CO-OP STUDENTS => 2
0

<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>
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VEDS Part V information is displayed next. The following

screen shows the data from the sample entered earlier:

VEDS PART V
==== ==== =

HAND. LEP DISADV.

PART III 2 0 0
PART IV 0 0 1

TOTAL 1 AND 2 2 0 1

MAINSTREAM NO SUPPORT 0 0 0

MAINSTREAM SUPPORT 2 0 1

SEPARATE 0 0 0

<<PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

The reimbursement claims information are reported next.

Part II of the claims report contains orientation level, (appro-

val code 3), course enrollment data and an unduplicated count of

special needs students eligible for claiming. Part III of the

reimbursement claims report contains training level, (approval

code 1), data. As with the VEDS reports, the information may be

copied directly onto the prepared forms from the screen or the

hardcopy print-out.
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CLAIMS PART II

01.0000 => 0.0 14.0000 => 2.0
04.0000 => 0.0 17.0000 => 0.0
07.0000 => 0.0 18.0000 => 0.0
09.0000 => 0.0 TOT. SP => 0.0

HANDICAPPED TOTAL => 2.0

L.E.P. TOTAL => 0.0

ECON./ACAD. TOTAL => 1.0

<<PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

PROGRAM

CLAIMS PART III

O.E. CODE TOT. ENR.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

LEVEL 1 COURSES
NON-COOP COOP

14.0203

LEVEL 1 SP. ORG.
NON-COOP COOP

4

3.0 2.0

PROGRAM

3.0 0.0

O. CODE TOT. ENR.

GENERAL OFFICE CLERK 14.0303

LEVEL 1 COURSES LY.VEL 1 SP. ORG.
NON-COOP COOP NON --COOP COOP

1

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

Upon completing the above screens, the following message is

displayed:

PLEASE INSERT PRINTER DISK IF ADULTS
ARE TO BE RUN, AND PRESS 'RETURN'

ELSE PRESS 'ESC' TO END PROGRAM
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Remove the DATA disk from the drive, replace it with the

PRINTER disk and press RETURN. After a short pause while the

adult compiling program is being loaded the following r )ssage

will be displayed:

PLEASE INSERT ADULT DATA DISK INTO DRIVE ONE
AND PRESS 'RETURN'

Remove the PRINTER disk from the drive and replace it with

the Adult DATA disk. Precs RETURN. The computer will now begin

to compile the adult level enrollment information. This process

will take a few minutes depending on the number of students and

courses in the file. The operator may leave the keyboard while

this operation is being conducted. The compiling status will

again be displayed in terms of percent completed. When the

compilation is complete, the message:

ARE THERE OTHER DATA DISKS YIN?

will be displayed. If additional data disk have been employed,

respond with Y and follow the directions, otherwise, answer N.

The VEDS and Claims data will now be displayed on the screen or

printer as requested earlier. As students in the sample data

were enrolled in the Beginning Drafting and Carpentry Apprentice
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Part VIII Printing the Reports

classes, the only VEDS data that will be displayed are the indus-

trial O.E. Codes, (17.0000). The screen appears as follows for

VEDS Part III:

VEDS PART III ADULT

RACIAL/ETHNIC AND SEX DESIGNATIONS

17.0000 : AI/AN : ASIAN : BLACK : HISP : WHITE :

MALE 0 : 1 : 1 0 0 :

FEMALE 0 0 0 0 :

PART III TOTAL => 2

HANDICAPPED
0

L.E.P.
1

DISADVANTAGED
0

APPRENTICESHIP => 1

<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>
As there are no students to be reported in the sample data

for VEDS Part IV, a message to that effect is displayed. The

next screen that appears is VEDS Part V. The following displays

that table:

VEDS PART V
==== ==== =

HAND. LEP DISADV.

PART III 0 1 0

PART IV 0 0 0

TOTAL 1 AND 2 0 1 0

MAINSTREAM NO SUPPORT 0 0 0

MAINSTREAM SUPPORT 0 1 0

SEPARATE 0 0 0

<<PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>
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The next tables to be printed out contain the reimbursement

claims portion of the report. The first table, Claims Part II,

contains only the eligible adult special needs students.

CLAIMS PART II

HANDICAPPED TOTAL => 0.0

L.E.P. TOTAL => 1.0

ECON./ACAD. TOTAL => 0.0

<<PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>

The next screen, Claims Part IV, contains the training

level enrollment information. This table should appear as fol-

lows when reporting the sample data entered earlier:

PROGRAM

CLAIMS PART IV

O.E. CODE TOT. ENR.

BEGINNING DRAFTING 17.1300 1

CONTACT HOURS SP. ORG.

71.0 0.0

PROGRAM O.E. CODE TOT. ENR.

CARPENTRY APPR 17.1001 1

CONTACT HOURS SP. ORG.

155.0 0.0

<< PRESS SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE >>
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This concludes the MICRO-VERS process. Information is taken

from each of the tables presented on the screen or from the

print-outs produced on the printer and copied to the forms sup-

plied by the State Board. The finalized reports are submitted to

the State Board in the usual manner.

MN.
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PART IX
AUDITING PROCEDURES

The process of auditing the enrollment and expenditures for

vocational education takes on a somewhat different approach under

a computerized system. Checks for errors in computation and

proper claiming of students is minimally necessary. Once the

micro-computer software has been verified against a proven set of

"test data", it can be assumed that if correct data has been

entered into the program, correct results will be obtained. The

audit procedure then becomes one of "spot-checking" the informa-

tion sources, permanent school records and input documents. The

following procedures will be followed by the auditor when carry-

ing out this process.

1. Each item on the following list of information sources and

input documents should be saved by the local educational agency

for a period of five years:

(a) All "Turn-Around Documents", Form 15-72
(b) All STUDENT RECORD FORMS
(c) All class lists and documentation verifying mid-term

enrollment.
(d) Documentation verifying excess cost services for

handicapped and/or disadvantaged students.
(e) MICRO-VERS PROGRAM Diskette
(f) MICRO-VERS PRINTER Diskette.
(g) COURSE and STUDENT DATA Diskettes

2. The MICRO-VERS Program will be verified using a "test

program" which the auditor will provide.
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3. Samples of stud iill be obtained by the auditor using

special auditing progi

4. "Spot-checks" will ade with the appropriate input docu-

ments to verify the resul )btained by the MICRO-VERS program.

5. If these checks are verified, no further audit on the claim

forms will be necessary. A complete audit will be conducted 'when

warranted.
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PART X
APPENDICES

Appendix A - Sample Forms

Appendix B - Glossary of Terms

Appendix C - Resources

Appendix D - Supplemental Listing Programs
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STUDENT
NAME ->

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STUDENT RECORD FORM

,1
SCHOOL ID. NUMBER -> I I I

I__I__I

STUDENT I.D.# -> I I I I I I I I I I11111111_1 I

-> I I GRADE LEVEL -> I -I I

I_ I 1--1_1

ETHNIC/RACE ->

0111

OVER-AGE/UNDER-ACHIEVER -> I I

I _I

HANDICAPPING CONDITION

1_1

I --I --I I SERVICE CODE -> I --I --I

1__I__I__I I__1_-1

DISADVANTAGE CONDITION -> I I I I SERVICE CODE -> I I I

1__I__I__I I__1__I

(Codes for completing the above form on reverse side)
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CODES FOR COMPLETING THE STUDENT RECORD FORM

School ID # -> Blank = Home School
01 - 99 = Assigned to Each Participating School

Under Special Organization
Illx -> M = Male

F = Female

Grade Level -> 09
10

= Ninth Grade
= Tenth Grade

11 = Eleventh Grade
12 = Twelfth Grade
30 = Adult

Ethnic/Race -> 1 = American Indian/Alaskan Native
2 = Asian/Pacific Islander
3 = Black, not Hispanic
4 = Hispanic
5 = White

Over-Age/Under-Achiever -> Blank or N = No
Y = Yes

Handicap Condition -> H01= Mentally Retarded
H02= Hard of Hearing
H03= Deaf
H04= Speech Impaired
H05= Visually Handicapped
H06= Emotionally Disturbed
H07= Orthopedically Impaired
H08= Other Health Impaired
H09= Deaf/Blind
H10= Multihandicapped
H11= Learning Disability

Service Code -> Handicapped: Use service codes 01 - 19 below

01= Equipment Modification 11= Adjusted Time
02= Facility Modification 12= Material/Curriculum Modification
03= Reader, Interpreter, Note-taker 13= Special' Equipment
04= Special Occup. Class or Program 14= Special Instructional Materials
05= Special Educ. Resource Services 15= Special Testing
06= Special Transportation Services 16= Paraprofessional, Teacher Aide
07= Remedial Math, English, Reading 17= Economic Assistance
08= Tutorial Services 18= Special Needs Coordinator
09= Extra Counseling; Voc. Guidance 19= Other
10= Job Placement and Vollow-up 20= Bilingual Voc. Instructor/VESL

Disadvantage Condition -> L01= Limited English Proficiency
D01= Lacks Reading Skills
D02= Lacks Writing Skills
D03= Lacks Math Skills
D04= Performs below grade level
D05= Economically Disadvantaged

1111.vice Code -> L.E.P. : Use service codes 07 - 20 above
Disadvantaged: Use service codes 07 - 19 above
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I. CERTIFICATION

ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Department of Finance and Reimbursements

Reimbursements Section
100 Worth First Street

Springfield, Illinois 62777

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION REIMBURSEMENT CLAIM

School District Number
Community College District Number
State Agency Institution

in the County of
Agency Name

Date

We, the undersigned, certify that the vocational education programs summarized on the attached pages for the current fiscal year have
been operated in accordance with: 1) the requirements of the Vocational Educational Act of 1963 as amended and current Federal
Regulations governing the administration and operation of vocational education programs; 2) the Five-Year and Annual State Plan
for Vocational Education in Illinois and minimum require,,- 'ts of the State Board of Education set forth therein; 3) the State and
Federal Statutes governing operation of this educational institution; and 4) regulations established by agencies governing operation of
this educational institution.
We approve and/or authorize the filing of claim for reimbursement and verify that a certification is on file with the Illinois State
Board of Education, or the Illinois Community College Board, or the appropriate State Agency that this institution has met legal re-
quirements for operating an institution of this legal class.

Date Signature of Local Chief Administrator Date Signature of Secretary. Governing Board

I have examined the attached claim for the vocational education program in the above named institution and certify this claim to be
true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

Date Signature of Regional Superintendent

Date Signature of Agency Representative
Illinois Community College Board

Date Signature of State Agency Director

PART H. ELEMENTARY, ORIENTATION AND SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS (not applicable to community clIleges)
1. K-8 Elementary Occupational Information Program total enrollment (99.9901):

2. Orientation courses (level "3" approved). List total credits or non-credit hours generated by occupational area.

TOTAL ORIENTATION LEVEL CREDITS GENERATED BY
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS CLASSIFIED AS 9th, 10th. or 11th GRADE

01.0000 Agricultural 14.0000 Office

04.0000 Distributive / 17.0000 Industrial

07.0000 Health 18.0000 Spncinl Programs .

09.0000 Home Economics
Total Orientation Claim Eligible
for Special Organization Funding

3. Special Needs Students total handicapped and/or disadvantaged vocational education students who receive additional services to
succeed in vocational courses. A student may be classified as both handicapped and disadvantaged if they meet the criteria and re-
ceive services in both areas.

HANDICAPPED Total Enrollment

DISADVANTAGED Total Enrollment :
Limited English Proficiency

Economic or Academic

'NOTE: A student may not be claimed as both a Limited English Proficiency and ECOlOMIC or Academically Disadvantaged Student.

ISBE 15.77 (8/821
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oisTRIgT.-CODE
DISTRICT NAME

ILLINOIS ST Al E WARD OF EDUCA wfs.1
Department of Finance and Reimbursements

Reimbursements Section
100 North First Street

Springfield,1111nois 62777.

PART III. Eligible Enrollments and Credits Generated in Approved Level "1" Funded Courses by Vocational Program

110 PROGRAM NAME

(I)

PROGRAM
CODE ENROLLMENT

(2)

TOTAL
. TOTAL CREDITS IN LEVEL

"1" COURSES
CREDITS APPLICABLE FOR
SPECIAL ORGANIZATION

FUNDING (LEVEL "1")
Non-cooperative

(3)
Education

(4)

Cooperative
Education

0)
NonCooperative

Education
(G)

Cooperative
Education

(7)

1

2

3

4 .

5
. .

6

7

8

9

10
. .

.

.

13 .

14

. . 15

16

17
.

18
.

19

20
-

21.

22

23 .

4111 .

26
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)1Ville"-COOE
))STRICT NAME

ILLINOIS STATE BOARO OF EDUCATION
Department of Finance and Reimbursements

Reimbursements Section
100 North First Street

Springfield. Illinois 62777

marl s 1v. c legions cnrournerus arm k.ontact nours uetierareo in ivort.recut poproyeu %A:mm:1 oy vocational rrogram
.

PROGRAM/COURSE TITLE

11)_

PROGRAM
CODE ENROLLMENT

(21

TOTAL

(3)

TOTAL CONTACT
HOIUNRNSoGNEcNREER0AITTED

COURSES
(4)

CONTACT HOURS
APPLICABLE FOR

SPECIAL °FIG.
FUNDING

(5)

1

2
.

3

4
.

. -

.

.

5

. .
.

.....

. .

.

5
.

.
.

.

7

8 .
.

.

9

10

11

13

14

15

16

17

18
.

19

20

21

22 . .

23

24
. .

26
....r-
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ID
(1)

tD

SECONDARY
KBE USE ONLY

District or ',Antrim Name.......
PART III . OTHER OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION ENROLLMENTS

OCCUPATIONAL

PROGRAM AREA

(a)

SECTION A SECTION 8 . RACIAL/ETHNIC AND SEX DESIGNATION SECTION C

SPECIA LNEDS

SECTION D

1,EVE

PART III

TOTAL

(b1

American Iridiard

Alaskan Native

Asian American

Pacific slander

Back

Not Hispanic
Hispanic

White

Not Hispanic flandi
,_,

caPiku

(m)

Limited
English

Proficiency

Inl

Dis.
, ,,

advantaged

fo)

9/10

In)

11/12

(U)

Male

(c)

Female

(41

Male

lel

Female

If)

Male

NI

Female

(111

Male

(0

Female

(11

Male

(k)

Female

(0

Agriculture

000 Occupations l

Distributive

1'4,00 Occupations i2

Health

°7.60 Occupations 3

Occupational

6911 Homemaking 4

.........--,

Home

Economics

09.02 Occupations 5

Office
14,00 Occupations 6

Technical
16.00 Occupations 1'

1 !

,,

'... :

/w,
14:'

.7' 'i.4
. ,

.

--,,,

)',i.

,,,,,

1 0,

11.ti

,m)4 ,,,
,;V

't.%

,,, ,,

;":1;;;:.15%,

; lc:

,

,i,..):/':"1:

?, "i.',S

.,1 10'

.i:'',1i'1';',1",!'',

.W.,,'4,,,

,,if ,,,,

(4

iV,34
1 -

'

.
.1

I',

'O.

,

x r

I
1:7'./

4.,

C.7i4...,.
P, ,

.11W.

) Industrial

', i ',CI Occupations'N. 8

8

./...............0-aweba..101.....mor

Other

la Programs

TOTAL PART III 10 ------
Column Ibl Columns el through 01

Column Columns P1 + lql

Line 10 for each Column Lines 1 through 9 for each Column

los
ISBE 21'41(1187)
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1,BE tiSE 111Y

District or institution Name

PART IV OCCUPATIONAL. PREPARABON (11112 Grades OnI I

Digit

OE Program

Code

(a)

SECTION

A
SECTION II RACIAL /ETHNIC AND SEX DESIGNATION SECTION C SPECIAL NEEDS SECTION

American Indian)

Alaskan Native

Asian American/

Pacific Islander

Black

Not Hispanic
Hispanic

While

Not Hispanic

ilandi.

capped

(m)

Limited
English

,,
Proficiency

CO

pis.

advantaged

In)

TOTAL

Ibl

_Q____

Coq
Students

III)

Male

fcl

Female

(d)

Male

(a)

Female

Ill
Male

(91

Female

(h)

Male

II)

Female

(I)

Male

(k)

Female

(I)

Name of

Program;

Enrollments 1

Completers 2

Name of

Program:

Enrollments

Completers 2

Name of

Program:

Enrollments

Completers

Name of

Program:

Enrollments

Completers 2

Name of

Program:

Enrollments 1
,...

Completers 2

_

Name of

Program:

Enrollments

Completer' 2..------........,.....
ISBE 21.0111/821 Column Columns Icl through II) for each Line (COPY AS NECESSARY) Pepe 4 of 6



Dinner or Institution Name1 PART V SPECIAL COUNTS

SECTION A STUDENT TOTALS BY SPECIAL NEED CATEGORY

tat

HANDICAPPED

L)

LIMITED

ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
DISADVANTAGED

(d)

Total Number of Students Reported in Part III, Line 10, Section C

Total Number of Students Reported in Part IV, Section C (Enrollments reported on Line 1)

TOTAL OF LINES 1 and 2 3

SECTION B DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT TOTALS (Part V, Section A, Line 31 BY INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING

TYPE OF SETTING

(a)

HANDICAPPED

(b)

LIMITED

ENGLISH Pr OFICIENCY

(cl

DISADVANTAGED

l(11

Mainstream/No Support 1

Mainstream /Support 2

Separate 3

SECTION C NONPUBLIC STUDENTS ENROLLED IN COOP EDUCATION

PROGRAM UNDUPLICATED HEAD COUNT

Coop (Only Formula Funded)

tt

ISDE 21.01 (1/82)

1

-Li

Pep 5 of 6



ADULT

District or institution Name

OTHER OCCUPATIONAL EP I

158E USE 0111

A

IPATIONAL PROGRAM AREA

SECTION SECTION II RACIAL/ETHNIC AND SEX DESIGNATION SECTION C
SPECIAL NEEDS

'SECTION

I?
Appian-
ticeship

/PI

PART III
TOTAL

(b)

American Indian!
Alaskan Native

Asian American/
Pacific I slan ler

Black
Not H spank

Hispanic
White

Not Hispanic

Female
0)

Han
capped

(ml

Limited

Proficiency
(p)

Disad-
vantaged

to)
Male
(c)

Female
Id)

Male
let

Fem,Ile
II)

Male
(9)

Female
(h)

Male
(I)

Female
(I)

Male
(It)

Agricultural Occupations

Distributive Occupations

Health Occupations

Occupational Homemaking q t

Home Economics
Occupations

Office Occupations

Technical Occupations

Industrial Occupations

Other Programs

'ART III 10

Columns lc) through (I)

sach Column Lines 1 through 9 for each Column

a

1/82) 115
Page a of 6



District or Institution Name

PART IV OCCUPATIONAL PREPARATION

ISBE USE

_ ______

OE CODE

01

SECTION SECTION B RACIAL/ETHNIC AND SEX DESIGNATION
ll

SECTION C

SPECIAL NEEDS
SECTION

D

SECTION E

TYPE OF
I

RECOGNITION

A
American Indian/

Alaskan Native

Asian American/

Pacific Islander

Black

Not Hispanic
Hispanic

White

Not HispanicPART
Handl-

capped

(m)

Limited

Profs

(n)

Disad-

cmtged

Ian

Co.op.

Ed.

(p)

1 Year

or More

IQ)

LessThan

1 Year

I 1

None

Is)

IV

TOTAL
(h)

Male

(c)

Female

(d)

Male

(a)

Female

(I)

Male

(9)

Female

(h)

Male

D
Female

)
Male

(IA

Female

(I)

Name of
.

Program:

Enrollments 1

-

Comoleters 2

Name of

Program:

Enrollments
,

Complelers 2

Name of

Program:

Enrollments

III 1111Completers 2

Name of

Program:

Enrollments I

Completer s 2

Name of

Program:

En 'oilmen ts 1

,,

*C
RI

Lo Compleiers 2

ft

tC Name of

Program:
l.

Enrollments 1

..., ,

Comoleters
.

ISBE 21.05 (1/82 (Lint 1 & Cnlumn lb) Columns Ic) through III
(Line 2) Column (b) Columns (q) + (r1+ (s)

116

(COPY AS NECESSARY)

117
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District or htstitutfon Name

PART V SPECIAL COUNTS

ISBE USE ONLY -.

SECTION A STUDENT TOTALS BY SPECIAL NEED CATEGORY

Total Number of Students Reported in Part III, Section C

HANDICAPPED
LIMITED

ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

Total Number of Students Reported in Part IV, Sect ion C (Enrollments reported on LIne

Total of Lines 1 and 2

DISADVANTAGED

(di

TYPE OF SETTING

(a)

SECTION B DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT TOTALS I

HANDICAPPED

(b)

Section A, LIne .7! BY INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING

LIMITED

ENGLISH PROFICIENCY

Mainstream/No Support

Mainstream/Support

Separate

2

3

(C)

DISADVANTAGED

(d)

ISBE 210611/82) 11 Cir")

115
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APPENDIX B
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

- Academically Disadvantaged = Refers to persons who are two
years below grade level in either of the
following:

reading and writing skills
mathematical skills

If students are disadvantaged for academic reasons
and limited English proficiency, they should be
claimed as limited English proficiency, not both.
Operationally, academically disadvantaged students
may be determined at the secondary level by
reporting students enrolled in remedial programs
or performing below grade level on standardized
tests or failing a grade.

- Adult Non-Credit Training Level Course = An adult course which
provides training level skills but is not part of
a program sequence. These courses have an approval
code of 6. All students are grade 30. Enrollment
in these courses will be reported in VEDS Part
III.

- Adult Non-Credit Training Level Program = An adult course which
is part of a program sequence. These courses have
an approval code of 5. All students are grade 30.
Enrollment in these courses will be reported in
VEDS Part IV.

- Adult Student = An adult student who is enrolled in a non-
credit course with an approval code 5, 6, or 7 and
is reported as grade level 30.

- Alaskan Native or American Indian= A person having origins in
any of the original peoples of North America, or
who maintains cultural identification through tri-
bal affiliation or community recognition.

- Apprenticeship = Related courses for persons registered by
Federal or State government leading to journey-
worker status. Apprenticeship courses receive an
approval code 7. All students are grade 30 (VEDS
Part III)
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Appendix B Glossary of Terms

--Asian-Amer ican -or-Paci fie-Ts-land-Cr = A person having origins in
any of the original peoples of the Far East,
Southeast Asia, the Indian subcontinent, or Pacif-
ic Islands. This includes, for example, China,
Japan, Korea, the Philippine Islands, Samoa, In-
dia, and Vietnam.

- Black, not Hispanic = A person having origins in any of the
black racial groups of Africa.

- Contact Hours = The number of hours an adult course is to meet
during a given term.

- Contact Hours Claimed = The number of enrollments on the third
session multiplied by the number of contact hours.

- Cooperative Education 0. E. Code = All students enrolled in an
approved cooperative education program will be
assigned a 6 digit O. E. Code based on the
training station placement.

- Economically Disadvantaged = Refers to any of the following:
Family income is at or below national poverty
level
Participant, parent(s), or guardian of the
participant is umemployed.
Participant or parent of participant is
recipient of public assistance
Participant is institutionalized or under
State guardianship

If students are disadvantaged for economic reasons
and limited English proficiency, they should be
claimed as limited English proficiency, not both.
Operationally, economically disadvantaged may be
determined by reporting students at the secondary
level who are participating in a free or reduced
lunch program, Aid to Families of Dependent
Children program or work-study program.

- Handicapped Student =A person who is classified in one of the
following eleven handicap conditions, enrolled in
a vocational education program and has an
Individual Education Plan (IEP) as prescribed
under p.L. 94-142. Substantive evidence of a
handicapping condition must be on file either from
medical records or, where appropriate, by psycho-
logical (and/or psysiological) diagnoses.
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Appendix B
Glossary of Terms

Deaf = Means a hearing impairment which is so

severe that the child is impaired in processing

linguistic information through hearing, with or

without amplification, which adversely affects
educational performances.

Deaf/Blind = Means concomitant hearing aid vis-

ual impairments, the combination 4f Which causes

such severe communication and other developmental

And educational problems that they cannot be ac-

eommodated in special educational programs solely
for deaf or blind children.

Hard of Hearing = Means a hearing impairment,
Whether permanent or fluctuating, which adversely
effects a child's educational performance,. but

Which is not included under the definition of

/'deaf".

Mentally Retarded = Means significantly sub-

average general intellectual functioning existing

concurrently with defects in adaptive behavior and

Manifested during the developmental period, which

adversely affects a child's educational per-
formance.

Multihandicapped = Means concomitant impairments

(such as mentally retarded/blind, mentally re-

tarded/orthopedically impaired, etc.), the com-
bination of which causes such severe educational

problems that they cannot be aceoMmodated in
special education programs solely for one of the

impairments. The term does not include deaf/blind

children.

Orthopedically Impaired = Means a Severe ol''tho-

pedic impairment which adversely effects a child's

educational performance. The term iilciudes im-

pairments caused by congenital anomaly (e.g.,

clubfoot, absence of some member, etc,), impair-
ments caused by diseases (e.g., poliomyelitis,

bone tuberculosis, etc.), and impairments from

other causes (e.g., cerebral palsy, amputations,
fractures or burns which cause contractures).

- Other Health Impaired = Means limited strength,
vitality, or alertness, due to chronic or acute
health problems such as a heart condition, tuber-

culosis, rheumatic fever, nephritis, asthma,

sickle cell anemia, hemophilia, epilepsy, lead

poisoning, leukemia, or diabetes, adversely af-

fecting a child's educational performance.
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AppentIllt Glossary of Terms

Seriously Emotionally Disturbed = The term means
et condition exhibiting one or more of the follow-
ing characteristics over a long period of time and
to a marked degree, which adversely affects educa-
tional performance.

An inability to learn which cannot be ex-
plained by intellectual, sensory, or health
factors.
An inability to build or maintain satisfac-
tory interpersonal relationships with peers
and teachers.
Inappropriate types of behavior Or feelings
under normal circumstances.
A general pervasive mood of unhAppiness or
depression. (continued on next page)
A tendency to develop physical Symptoms or
fears associated with personal or school pro-
blems.

The term includes children who are schizophrenic
or autistic. The term does NOT include children
Who are socially maladjusted, unless it is deter-
Mined that they are seriously emotionally dis-
turbed.

Specific Learning Disability = Means a disorder
in one or more of the basic psycholOgical pro-
cesses involved in understanding or in Using lan-
guage, spoken or Written, which may manifest it-
self in an imperfect ability to listen, think,
Speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical
calculations. The term includes such conditions
as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal
Drain dysfunction, dyslexia, and deVelopmental
5phasia. The term does NOT include children who
have learning problems which are primarily the
result of visual, bearing, or motor handicaps,, of
mental'retardation, or of environmental, cultural,
or economic disadvantaged.

Speech Impaired = Means a communication dis-
order, such as stuttering, impaired articulation,

language impairment, or a voice impairment,
which adversely affects a child's educational
performance.
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Appendix B Glossary of Terms

Visually Handicapped = Means a visual impairment
Which, even with correction, adversely affects a
child's educational performance. The term in-
cludes both partially seeing and blind children,

- Hispanic A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central
Of South America, or other Spanish culture or
origin, regardless of race.

- Initializing Disks Before a computer can use a diskette, the
diskette must be initialized. Initializing a
diskette erases all files from the diskette and
Places A copy of DOS in tracks 0, 1 and 2.

-Limited EtAlish Proficiency A Member of a national origin mi-
nority Who does not speak and understand the Eng-
lish language in an instructional setting well
enough to benefit from vocational studies to the
some extent as a student whose primary language is

- Mainstrealh/SUpport = refers to a program conducted in an
integrated setting, i.e., students having special
needs together With students not having special
needs. A student having special needs should be
reported in this section if he/she participates in
4 mainstream vocational education program in which
added support services are provided with voca-
tional funds.

- MainstrearniSo Support ==. refers to a program conducted in an
integrated setting, i.e., students having special
needs together With students not having special
needs. A student having special needs should be
reported iP this section if he/she participates in
A mainstream vocational education program in which

.

no support services are provided with vocational
funds.

OccupatiorAl flomemalcing (09.0100) = This program includeS
courses planned to provide experiences which will
Provide males and females With the opportunitieS
necessary for the development of the competencies
needed to successfully combine the occupations of
homemaking and Wage-earning.

- OccupatiotAl prograj = A planned sequence of courses, services
or other vocational education activities spe.-
cificallY associated with a 6-digit OE code,
designed to meet specific vocational objectives.
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Appendix B Glossary of Terms

- Orientation Level Course .1:: A course approved at a level 3 whose
enrollment for funding purposes is restricted to
grades 0, 10, and 11. There is no limit on the
number of orientation level courses Ili which a
student 'nay be claimed.

- Over Age/Under AchieVer = A student who has been enrolled in
high school for more than two school years and
does not carry an eleventh grade status may be
classified as an over aged/under achiever. If
such students are classified as disadvantaged
and/or handicapped And are provided a service,
they are eligible to be claimed in training level
courses,

- Potential Adult Completer = An adult student who is enrolled in
an approved level 5 course and has finished a
planned sequence of courses designed to meet a
occupational objective that teaches entry-level
job skills.

- Potential Program CoMpleter = A grade 12 student in a level 1
course Who has finished a planned sequence of
courses designed to meet an occupational objective
that teaches entry-level job skills.

- Recognition = Refers to the type of award (such as a certifi-
cate) given adult program completers for comple-
tion of t defined sequence of courses, services or
activities designed to meet a vocational objective
as defined in advance by the institution offering
the program.

- Separate Settings = Refers to a program in which the person
with special needs is enrolled at a regular school
or separate institution in a vocational education
program where enrollment is limited to handicap-
ped, liMited English proficiency or disadvantaged
persons, 'Includes all students in the following
0. E. Coded programs: 18.9900, 18.9905, 18.9906,
18.9907 18.9909. (VEDS Part V, Sec. B)

- Secondary Training Level Course = An approved level 1 course
which is specifically associated with a 6-digit OE
code and is designed to meet specific vocational
objectives, Enrollment for funding purposes is
restricted to grades 11 and 12.

- Turn-Around Document = Portion of the the Local Plan for
Vocational Education which is used for approval of
vocational programs and courses. Form 15-72.
Formerly referred to as Form VE-4 and VE-6.
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Appendix B Glossary of Terms

- Unduplicated Count = Means an individual is reported in only
one program regardless of the number of programs
in which he or she was enrolled during the year.

- VEDS = Vocational Education Data System. Annual report re-
quired of each local education agency who receives
Federal funds for vocational education.

- Variable Contact Hours = The number of hours each individual
student is in attendance during a given term.

- Variable Contact Hours Claimed = The total number of actual
contact hours for all enrolled students during a
given term.

- White, not Hispanic = A person having origins in any of the
original peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the
Middle East.
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APPENDIX C
RESOURCES

HaLdwar_e_DuawmanIa

1. Apple Computer Inc., Autaa 11. Eligt&III.e Manual, Cupertino,
Ca: 1980.

2. Apple Computer Inc., Analaaaa 1L Etuetammine RaLazanal
Manual, Cupertino, CA: 1980.

3. Apple Computer Inc., Agt21222LI IL TuIsazial Manual,
Cupertino, CA: 1980.

4. Apple Computer Inc., Tha DOE Manual, Cupertino, CA: 1980.

5. Osborne, A2U12 1L Ilaarla Oujda, McGraw Hill, Berkeley, CA:
1981.

Illinail_EIale_Baatd_af_Edualitian_DaaumanIa

1. Handtaak fax. YaaaIiunal EduaaIian auezam Elannine, Spring-
field, IL: 1980.

2. Inatr.ualiana fat Eatma 1EEE 21=4.14. Becondara L2211 aaerama,
Vocational Education Data System Report, Springfield,
IL: (Annual Revisions).

3. InaItualiuna 12r. E2Z031 au 11=1/A.,_ AdulI Lamal aaeLamal
Vocational Education Data System Report, Springfield,
IL: (Annual Revisions).

4. Local DiaIzial Elan f Y222ii2221 Education,
IL: (Annual Revisions).

Springfield,

5. 82121 and RaeulaIiana L2r. Iha AdminiaILaIian ul Yaaatianal
Et2gLAMI, Springfield, IL: 1980.

6. Vac2ii2221 EduaLIian tar. Handiaaautd, Limited Eneliah
illinnly And Dinndynningld Entnnnn, Springfield, IL:
1981.
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Appendix C Resources

alles Boud_sai_EduzAiisan Etrasuingl

Compliance Reports Section
Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education
100 N First St.
Springfield, IL 62777
(217) 782-7084

Thomas Swoik, Manager
Mary Ann Merano, Occupational Information Systems
Terry Brown, Auditor
Roy Threlkeld, Auditor
Bernice Young, Auditor

Program Approval & Evaluation Section
Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education
100 N. First St.
Springfield, IL 62777
(217) 782-4876

John Kilt, Manager
Fran Boyd, Assistant Manager

EAgisnal Ysmaii2nal Adminialtaisma
Chicago Public Schools:
Ed Palmer
201 N. Wells
Suite 1220
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 793-2708

Suburban Cook & Lake Counties:
Bonnie Maguire
5625 Elm St.
Lisle, IL 60532
(312) 968-7557

Region I:
Robert Wolanin
145 S. Hill
Roselle, IL 60172
(312) 894-3932
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Appendix C Resources

Region II:
Philip Baird
1906 21st Avenue
Sterling, IL 61081
(815) 625-9115

Region III:
Kathleen Nicholson
34 Indian Trail Road
Macomb, IL 61455
(309) 837-1416

Region IV:
Kenneth Knell
Box 317
Mahomet, IL 61853
(217) 586-4551

Region V:
Bernard Quigley
Department of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education
100 N. First St.
Springfield, IL 62777
(217) 782-4876

Region VI:
Harold Finn
601 N. 18th St.
Mt. Vernon, IL 62864
(618) 242-1676
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Appendix C Resources

MIGIM=YERa Ex.24tet c.Qfiltaaisua

Northern Illinois University
Office of Vocational, Technical and Career Education
DeKalb, IL 60115
(815) 753-1306
Thomas Erekson

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Department of Vocational Education Studies
SIU-C
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 453-3321
Jack Huck
Bill Robinson
Tom Roy
Jeff Blankenship

VESCOM Associates, Inc.
Box 135-H
Bruce Circle Dr.
Lockport, IL 60441
(815) 838-5710
James Naylor
Conard White
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APPENDIX D
SUPPLEMENTAL LISTING PROGRAMS

Two programs are available on the MICRO-VERS PROGRAM disk

which will allow the operator to search the course and student

files for specific information. These programs are particularly

helpful in locating potential errors which have been made when

entering data. In order to use these programs, use the following

list of procedures:

1. Insert the MICRO-VERS Program Disk into the disk Drive and
turn the computer power switch on. When the MICRO-VERS DATA
MANAGER menu appears, press the RESET key in the upper right
corner of the keyboard. Some Apple computers require that
the CRTL key be held down whle pressing the RESET key. This
will cause the computer to exit the MICRO-VERS System and
the Applesoft cursor ] to be displayed on the screen. (If
the computer is currently on and the Applesoft cursor ] is

displayed on the screen, proceed to step 2).

2. When the Applesoft cursor ] is displayed on the screen, Type
CATALOG followed by RETURN.

3. The following list of programs will be displayed:

MICRO-VERS DATA MANAGER
STUDENT EDIT
COURSE EDIT
INITDISK
COMPLETER PROGRAM
SEARCH PROGRAM
LIST COURSES TO PRINTER

4a. The SEARCH PROGRAM is used to search the Student File for
various combinations of student data. By accessing the
StucJent File in this way, errors in student records might be
detected by comparing the computer file with the STUDENT
RECORD FORM. To execute the SEARCH PROGRAM, type the
following in response to the Applesoft cursor ]:

RUN SEARCH PROGRAM followed by RETURN
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Appendix D Listing Programs

Follow the directions of the program. After inserting the
DATA disk as directed the STUDENT FILE SEARCH PROGRAM menu
should appear on the screen. If the results of the searches
are to be printed on the line printer as men as the video
screen, select Option 2, ROUTE OUTPUT TO PRINTER before
entering the search routine via Option 1, ENTER SEARCH
ROUTINE.

After selecting Option 1, a menu of thirteen student vari-
ables will be listed as well as option 14 to START SEARCH
and option 15 to CANCEL SEARCH. Any one of the thirteen
variables may be selected by number if certain sub-categor-
ies of students are of interest. If all student records are
to be listed, select Option 14.

After selecting the variable option number, a list of search
criteria will be listed on the screen. These include: LESS
than, EQUAL to, GREATER than, NOT LESS than, NOT EQUAL to,
and NOT GREATER than. The search for student records is
controlled by selecting one of these criteria. After se-
lecting one of the criteria, the program asks,for an OPERAND
on which to conduct the search. For example, if Option 5,
GRADE LEVEL had been selected, the EQUAL response will list
all students in a single grade level. The grade level is
entered as the OPERAND. If the LESS than criteria and the
11 OPERAND is selected all students who are less than grade
level 11, i.e. ninth and tenth grades, will be listed.

When the criteria and operand have been selected, the Option
menu will be returned to the screen. Select-Option 14 to
START SEARCH. After verifying the data selected and making
several prompts regarding the format of the output, the
student records which satisfy the criteria selected will be
listed. This list may be checked against STUDENT RECORD
FORMS to aid in detection of data entry errors.

4b. The LIST COURSES TO PRINTER program may be used to obtain a
hard-copy print-out of the vocational courses and programs
which have been entered. To execute this program, insert
the MICRO-VERS PROGRAM Disk into the drive and type the
following in response to the Applesoft cursor, ]:

RUN LIST COURSES TO PRINTER followed by RETURN

Follow the directions on the screen and a list of vocational
programs and courses will be listed on the line printer.
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